
GEOLOGY OF THE CEMENT OIL FIELD, CADDO COUNTY,
OKLAHOMA.

By FRANK REEVES.

INTRODUCTION.

The area discussed in this report is in Caddo County, in the south 
western part of Oklahoma, in the drainage basin of Washita River, 
north of the Wichita Mountains. It comprises Tps. 7 and 8 N., Rs. 
11 and 12 W., and Tps. 5 and 6 N., Rs. 9 and 10 W. Its location with 
reference to the producing fields of Oklahoma and to districts in the 
State that'have been described in reports of the United States Geo 
logical Survey dealing with oil and gas is shown on Plate VI.

It has long been believed that the region of tilted strata which 
borders the Wichita Mountains should contain local anticlines favor 
able for the accumulation of oil and gas. The pronounced anticline 
at Cement and anticlinal folds at Lawton and to the south in Cotton 
County support this belief. The production of oil at Cement proves 
not only that the structure at that locality is of the type favorable 
for oil accumulation but that there are adequate reservoir beds and 
a source of petroleum. It therefore seemed important that a portion 
of the region north of the Wichita Mountains should be mapped to 
determine the possibility of working out the geologic structure of the 
whole region and incidentally to determine the presence or absence of 
favorable anticlinal structure in the area examined.

A further reason for the work was the fact that much of the land 
in Caddo and Kiowa counties is owned by the Kiowa, Wichita, Caddo, 
and Apache Indians. Many tracts of the Indian lands are leased to 
oil companies every year, and it appeared highly desirable that geo 
logic reports should be made available covering areas in which par 
ticular interest had been shown, in order that both prospective lessees 
and the Office of Indian Affairs, which administers the Indian lands, 
might form some idea of the true value of oil rights.

The field work that yielded the results incorporated in this bulle 
tin was done by the writer, assisted by instrument men Edward F. 
Shea and Bruce White, during the five months beginning October, 
1919. Mr. White also aided materially in the compilation of the re 
port. The field work was done by plane-table methods. Locations 
and elevations were determined by direct or trigonometric leveling 
controlled by a system of triangulation.
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As about half of the land examined belongs to the Indian tribes 
mentioned, financial cooperation was furnished by the Office of In 
dian Affairs.

For convenience in reference the northwest block of four townships 
is spoken of collectively as the Kiowa area, and the southeast block 
as the Cement area. T. 8 N., R. 12 W., is North Cobb Township; T. 
7 N., R. 12 W., South.Cobb; T. 8 N., R. 11 W., Grand View; T. 7 N., 
R. 11 W., West McKinley; T. 6 N., R. 10-W., Tonkawa; T. 5 N., 
R. 10 W., Doyle; T. 6 N., R. 9 W., North Cement; and T. 5 N., R. 9 
W., South Cement. These townships are shown on figure 8 (p. 70).
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GEOGRAPHY.

General features. The area lies about 15 miles northeast of the 
Wichita Mountains, in the Permian " Red Beds " plain, which encir 
cles the Wichita uplift and out of which the mountains rise " like 
islands in a sea." This plain in the area mapped has a relief of 
nearly 500 feet, for the highest point, on the top of the west end 
of the Keeche Hills, is 1,666 feet above sea level, and the lowest, the 
bed of Washita River where it flows out of the area, is but 1,170 feet 
above sea level.

The topographic features of the entire area can be classified in 
three groups plain, sand hills, and valley bottoms.

The plain is a rolling treeless prairie deeply dissected by streams. 
It is underlain by a deposit of gypsum and in some places by 
limestone. The resistance of these beds to erosional forces has pre 
served the plain. The weathering of a higher gypsum bed has 
produced some prominent ridges on the surface of the plain. Along 
its borders and the stream courses the basal gypsum bed forms pre 
cipitous bluffs and rounded moundlike hills.
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The sand hills occur where the plain has been destroyed by erosion. 
Their uneven, heavily wooded surface is underlain by soft red sand 
stone, which is usually covered with a soil formed of wind-blown" 
sand.. In many localities this sand in the past has been piled into 
dunes, but the movement of most of these dunes has now been ar 
rested by vegetation.

The valley type of topography occurs where the major streams have 
formed flood plains. To this type belong the broad, level valleys of 
the Washita and Little Washita and those along the lower courses of 
some of the larger tributaries.

Topography of Kiowa area.. The plain surface forms upland slopes 
in Grand View Township and the southern half of West McKinley 
Township. These areas adjoin the broad valley of Washita River and 
are so deeply dissected by streams that they assume the appearance 
of a high plateau country. To the west, in North Cobb and South 
Cobb townships, there are a few outlying ridges that represent rem 
nants of the plain. The rest of the area, with the exception of the 
present valley of the Washita and the level land in the central par,t 
of North Cobb Township that marks an old flood plain of the river, 
is covered with sand dunes formed in the past when the rainfall was 
lighter than at present. These dunes are now covered with vegeta 
tion. In North Cobb Township "blow-outs" have been formed 
where the wind has hollowed out the centers of dunes whose tops 
have become barren of vegetation. A good example of these blow 
outs, in sec. 7, has a diameter of 250 feet at the rim and a depth of 
45 feet.

Topography of Cement area. The most prominent topographic 
features of the Cement area are the Keeche Hills, in the northern 
part of South Cement Township and the southeastern part of Ton- 
kawa Township. These hills consist of a series of barren rock ridges 
and isolated flat-topped buttes which rise from 100 to 200 feet 
above the crest of a high divide, formed as a result of the arching of 
the plain surface, and are the most prominent landscape feature of 
the region, resembling in appearance the Wichita Mountains, al 
though on a much smaller scale. In fact, with the exception of the 
Wichita uplift there is no topographic feature in southwestern Okla 
homa to compare with them. The divide on which they are situa- 
ated continues northwestward through the southern part of Tonkawa 
Township. The south flank of the divide slopes rather steeply to 
Little Washita River, on the south side of which there is a second 
less prominent ridge. Southeast of South Cement Township this 
sloping plain is replaced by sand hills. North of the divide the old 
plain surface has been largely removed, leaving only a few scattered 
ridges and outliers, and the area that it once covered now shows the
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sand-hill type of topography. The slope on the north side of the 
divide continues to the valley of Washita River.

Drainage. Washita River, which flows eastward across the Kiowa 
area, receives the drainage of the area mapped with the exception 
of the southwestern part of Doyle Township, which drains into 
Red River by way of Cache Creek* The valley of the Washita is 
1 mile to 2 miles wide and contains a series of lakes that mark former 
positions of the meandering stream. About 15 feet above the present 
flood plain there is a broad terrace, which represents an earlier flood 
plain. At higher levels there are remnants of other terraces, whose 
surfaces are covered by beds of gravel composed of pebbles derived 
from igneous rocks. The river follows a very sinuous course and has 
formed great meanders, which are being intrenched owing either 
to an elevation or tilting of the region or else to an increase in 
volume of water in comparatively recent geologic time. The sec 
ondary streams that drain the area have numerous tributaries and 
deep, narrow canyons in the upland plain and few tributaries and 
broad valleys in the sand hills. Some of the major secondary streams 
flow in synclines, their position and direction of flow being deter 
mined by the geologic structure of the region. Among these are 
Cobb Creek, Deep Creek, and Little Washita River.'

Soil. The soil of the region outside of the area of wind-blown 
sand ranges from a heavy black loamy clay to a bright-red loam 
which makes good pasture land or fertile soil for agricultural crops. 
This area is not wooded, except along the banks and valleys of 
streams, where there are cottonwood, elm, post oak, bur oak, cedar, 
locust, box elder, walnut, and a few pecan trees. In the area of 
wind-blown sand the soil for a considerable depth is very sandy 
and fairly fertile. Except where the woods have been cleared off 
these sandy areas are commonly covered with a scrubby growth of 
blackjack oak. The principal crops are cotton, maize, wheat, corn, 
kafir corn, broom corn, and cane.

Climate. The climate is mild and dry. The winters are moderate, 
with occasional light snowstorms and cold periods produced by cold 
north winds. The summers are very hot, but the heat is usually 
tempered by brisk winds. The annual rainfall, which averages 
about 35 inches, is extremely irregular. During some summers there 
is so little precipitation that nearly all vegetation dies. During 
summers of sufficient rainfall, large agricultural crops and abundant 
fruit and vegetables are raised.

Settlements. There are four small villages in the area mapped. 
Cement has a population of 2,000, Fort Cobb 1,000, Cyril 600, and 
Washita 100. The rural districts are rather thickly settled, with a 
house on nearly every quarter section. The inhabitants are whites, 
Indians (Kiowa, Wichita, Caddo, and Apache), negroes, and Mexi 
cans.
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Roads. County roads extend along most of the section lines and 
are fairly good, except the valley roads, which become almost im 
passable during rainy periods. The St. Louis-San Francisco and 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railroads cross the area.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE REGION.

The area mapped lies on the border of the Wichita Mountain up 
lift, and its geologic history is closely associated with that of the 
mountain region. According to Taff,1 these mountains were produced 
by intensive folding of igneous and sedimentary rocks by forces that 
acted from the northeast and southwest and that produced folds 
trending northwest. This folding occurred in two periods the first 
at the end of Mississippian time and the second at the end of Pennsyl- 
vanian time. Each uplift was followed by periods of erosion, so 
that at present the mountains consist of a central elevated mass of 
igneous rocks, with steeply inclined Cambrian and Ordovician lime 
stones forming minor parallel ridges along the sides. At the base 
of the mountains the almost horizontal Permian " Red Beds " overlie 
these older rocks, and it is therefore impossible to determine to what 
extent the Pennsylvanian and Mississippian rocks were removed by 
erosion before the "Red Beds" were deposited, but it is probable 
that the unconformity at the base of the Permian, though represent 
ing the removal of thousands of feet of strata in the central part of 
the uplift, is not continuous many miles away from this area. The 
unconformity at the base of the Pennsylvanian, however, is of wide 
extent. Since Pennsylvanian time there has been some folding along 
the former lines of uplift, which has bent the Permian strata into a 
low arch in the region between the Wichita and Arbuckle mountains 
and has also produced folding parallel to the mountains in the area 
mapped. The latter folding, as is set forth on page 50, probably was 
initiated at the beginning of Greer time and possibly renewed in a 
late geologic period, as indicated by the rejuvenation of the streams 
and the arching of the old plain surface.

STRATIGRAPHY.

The surface rocks of the Cement field and about 1,500 feet of the 
underlying beds are regarded by the writer as of Permian age. They 
consist of red and blue shales, red and gray sandstone, gypsum, and 
limestone. The classification of the Permian in Oklahoma shown in 
figure 5 was made by Gould.2

1 Tafl, J. A., Preliminary report on the geology of the Arbuckle and Wlchlta mountains: 
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 31, 1904.

3 Gould, C. N., Geology and water resources of Oklahoma: U. S. Geol. Survey Water- 
Supply Paper 148, p. 40, 1905.
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Quartermaster 30CX

Woodward 425'

Blaioe 100'

Coarse sandstone and shalo

Magnum (dolomite) 
Collingsworth (gypsum)....
Cedar Top (gypsum)...... <
Haystack (gypsum) ....... (
Kieer (gypsum) .. 
Chaney (gypsum)

Day Creek (dolomite)..... (

Wbiteborse (sandstone)

Dog Creek shales

Shinier (gypsum).......... (
Medicine Lodge (gypsum).. { 
Ferguaon (gypsum)........ <

Enid 1.500'

Fia ORB 5. Generalized section of Permian " Bed Beds " of Oklahoma. After Gould.
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EXPOSED BOCKS.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The rocks that crop out in the Cement field belong to the Greer 
and Woodward formations and consist of the Whitehorse sandstone 
member of the Woodward formation, overlain by a thin limestone, 1 
foot thick, representing the Day Creek dolomite member of the 
Woodward, which lies beneath a gypsum bed (Cyril gypsum) that 
belongs to the Greer formation (fig. 6, A). Clapp 3 in a recent 
publication on the geology of the Cement field has made'a different 
interpretation of the stratigraphy of the area (fig. 6, B), placing 
the gypsum deposit, which he named the Cyril gypsum, in the Blaine 
formation and the sandstone underlying it in the Enid formation. 
This sandstone, with the overlying gypsum, forms a continuous out 
crop across the area mapped and connects with the red bluffs along

Greer formation
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formation

<///////, Cyril gypsum
member Blaine formation

Whitehorse Enid formation 
sandstone member

Vertical scale

.......
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Red and gray
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FIGURE 6. Rocks exposed in Cement oil field, Caddo County, Okla. A, Interpretation of 
stratigraphy outlined in this report; B, interpretation given by F. G. Clapp.

Washita River between Chickasha, Anadarko, and Mountain View. 
The Oklahoma Geological Survey correlates this sandstone with the 
Whitehorse sandstone member of the Woodward formation.4 The 
Cyril gypsum, which overlies this sandstone in an almost continuous 
outcrop, has been traced northwestward to the gypsum hills of west 
ern Washita County, which, according to the Oklahoma Geological 
Survey, belong to the Greer formation.5 In the northern part of 
the area mapped the lower bed of the Cyril gypsum is underlain by 
a thin limestone that has been traced northward and correlated with 
the Day Creek dolomite member of the Woodward formation in the 
northern part of Caddo County, where it caps a number of promi 
nent buttes formed by a sandstone which Cragin 6 identified as the 
Whitehorse sandstone.

3 Clapp, F. G., Geology of Cement oil field; Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Bull. 158, sec. 
27, pp. 3-4, 1920.

* Aurin, Fritz, Geology of the " Red Beds " of Oklahoma: Oklahoma Geol. Survey Bull. 
30, p. 28, 1917.

6 Idem, p. 30.
0 Cragin, F. W. T., The Permian system of Kansas : Colorado Coll. Studies, vol. 6, p. 4, 

1896.
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Considering the great thickness of the Whitehorse sandstone and 
the fact that its outcrop has been mapped across the eight townships, 
the writer is certain that he has made no mistake in correlating the

o

sandstone of the Cement section with the sandstones to the northwest 
which have been classified by previous writers as the Whitehorse 
sandstone.

GREEK FORMATION. « 

CYRIL GYPSUM MEMBER.

Only the basal part of the Greer formation is present in this area, 
where it is represented by the Cyril gypsum member.

The name Cyril was first applied to this gypsum by F. G. Clapp.7 
In some parts of the area the Cyril member consists wholly of gyp 
sum; in others it consists of two beds of gypsum separated by 15 
to 20 feet of gypsiferous sandy shale. The upper gypsum bed has 
been eroded away except along the water divides, and here its top 
has been removed and the whole weathered into prominent ridges 
such as those seen south and west of the Keeche Hills; in sees. 32 and 
33, West McKinley Township; sees. 8 and 9, Grand View Township; 
and sec. 13, T. 8 N., R. 13 W. (west of North Cobb). (See Pis. VII, 
VIII.) With the exception of some of the Keeche Hills the highest 
land in the region is formed by this bed. Its greatest thickness in 
the area is in sec. 32, Tonkawa Township, where it measures 85 feet. 
It consists of a massive bed of pink to white crystalline gypsum with 
scattered lentils of gray sandstone. As a key rock this upper bed is 
of almost no value, for the top has been removed by erosion and the 
base is generally not exposed except where the bed caps the buttes 
in the east end of the Keeche Hills. (See PI. VIII, B.) There it 
rests directly on the Whitehorse sandstone, owing to an erosional un 
conformity, and has been altered to a limestone by the action of 
ascending ground waters.

The lower gypsum bed is 15 to 20 feet below the upper gypsum 
bed, being separated from it by gypsiferous shales. This lower bed 
supports the greater portion of the plain and forms the flat-topped 
surfaces on which, in scattered outliers, occur the ridges and hills of 
the upper gypsum bed. Its thickness ranges from 1 foot to 40 feet 
and increases toward the synclinal areas described under " Structure." 
In material it resembles the upper gypsum bed, except that in certain 
localities it is laminated and has the appearance of thin-bedded lime 
stone. Its resistance to weathering and its position above the friable 
red Whitehorse sandstone result in the formation of prominent pre 
cipitous bluffs and canyon walls where it has been cut by running 
streams. Here and there the Whitehorse sandstone weathers out

7 Op. cit., pp. 3-5.
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EROSION FEATURES OF CYRIL GYPSUM AND WHITEHORSE SANDSTONE.
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EROSION FEATURES OF CYRIL GYPSUM AND WHITEHORSE SANDSTONE.
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from under it, leaving overhanging cliffs. Streams in many places 
have eroded channels under it, producing caves and natural bridges. 
(See PL VIII, A.) The outcrop of the bed is irregular and is locally 
concealed entirely by sand. The best exposures are those facing the 
southwest, owing to the uncovering action of the strong south 
westerly winds which blow almost continuously during February and 
March. The land is covered in the fall and winter by a thick growth 
of broom weed, which is absent on the soil derived from the under 
lying Whitehorse sandstone,.except in localities where this sandstone 
is gypsiferous.

The lower gypsum bed underlies about half of the Cement area and 
about one-quarter of the Kiowa area. In South Cement and Doyle 
townships it is prominently exposed, overlying the Whitehorse sand 
stone along streams. It also forms a continuous outcrop in the south 
ern part of Tonkawa Township and scattered outliers in North Ce 
ment Township. In the Kiowa area a considerable portion of West 
McKinley Township is underlain by the same gypsum bed.

To the north and west, in Grand View, South Cobb, and North 
Cobb townships, the lower gypsum bed is absent, but the underlying 
thin limestone which caps the Whitehorse sandstone is present. This 
stratum is about a foot thick. On fresh fracture it varies in color 
from pink to black, the latter color being due to the presence of 
manganese dioxide. As a rule it is thinly laminated, and in places 
the lamination planes are folded, so that the rock has the appearance 
of fossil wood. The limestone weathers into thin platy fragments 
and forms at its outcrop a slight topographic bench. About 15 feet 
above this limestone, in the townships above mentioned, there are 
a few scattered outliers of the upper gypsum bed, the interval being 
occupied by gypsiferous sandstone and red shale. To the south the 
limestone is continuous, appearing as a thin band of calcareous ma 
terial forming a sharp contact with the overlying gypsum and the 
underlying Whitehorse sandstone. Though of about the same thick 
ness and chemical composition as in the areas where it is not over 
lain by the gypsum, it is usually softer and less commonly laminated 
and has a green or blue color, in places mottled black by the presence 
of dendritic crystals of manganese dioxide. This limestone stratum 
was traced north of the area and correlated with the Day Creek 
dolomite where it caps the Caddo County Buttes, southwest of 
Bridgeport. These buttes are haystack-like hills which have been 
eroded out of the Whitehorse sandstone. The lower gypsum bed is 
not seen overlying this limestone north of Washita River; in fact, 
south of the river, in the area mapped, its occurrence is confined to 
synclines. Up the flanks of the synclines it thins and gradually 
disappears.
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In the Cement area the limestone is present up the flanks of the 
anticline, but in the two dome areas on the crest of the anticline it and 
the shales lying between the upper and lower gypsum are absent, 
and the Whitehorse sandstone buttes are capped with a thick, massive 
bed of gypsum which apparently is the upper bed of the Cyril gyp 
sum. The contact between the two beds here is irregular and forms 
dips discordant to the apparent structural dips of the strata. Thus it 
appears that there is an unconformity here. This unconformity, 
together with the thinning and disappearance of the lower gypsum, 
suggests that in early Greer or late Woodward time the earth 
movements that resulted in the change in deposition of sand to gyp 
sum produced some folding of the strata along the lines represented 
by the present structure of the region, with the formation of an in 
land basin. In the first stage of evaporation of the water in this 
basin carbonates were precipitated, forming the limestone bed be 
neath the Cyril gypsum. As folding and evaporation continued 
the water receded from the area of uplift marked by the Cement 
anticline, and, as a result, on the crests of the domes there was 
emergence and probably erosion. Along the flanks of the folds 
only limestone was deposited, indicating that the water withdrew 
from these areas before concentration had gone far enough for more 
than the precipitation of calcium carbonate from the water, while 
in the synclinal areas gypsum was deposited in increasing thick 
ness as the water receded and occupied lower and lower levels in the 
central parts of the basin. Thus in the Cyril and Cobb synclines the 
lower gypsum bed attains a thickness of 35 and 20 feet, respectively, 
but gradually thins up the flanks of the folds. This thinning is 
uniform and conforms relatively in amount to the dip of the rocks.

The unconformity outlined above, though apparently of local ex 
tent, probably occurs in other regions where there have been crustal 
movements contemporaneous with those which produced the Cement 
fold. Beede 8 reports a pronounced unconformity in Coke County, 
Tex., occurring at the base of the beds which he calls the San Angelo 
formation and correlates with the lowest part of the Double Moun 
tain formation of the Texas Permian. The San Angelo formation of 
Beede underlies a series of shales and gypsum beds which Wrather 9 
correlates with the Greer formation of Oklahoma. Beede conse 
quently refers the unconformity to the base of the Whitehorse sand 
stone.

8 Beede, J. W., Texas Univ. Bull. 1847, 1918.
9 Wrather, W. E., Notes on the Texas Permian : Southwestern Assoc. Petr. Geologists 

Bull. 1, p. 103, 1917.
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WOODWARD FORMATION.

The only members of the Woodward formation exposed in the 
Cement area are the Whitehorse sandstone and the equivalent of 
the Day Creek dolomite member, represented by the thin limestone 
that underlies the lower bed of the Cyril gypsum.

WHITEHOESE SANDSTONE MEMBER. 

OCCUBBENCE AND GENEBAL CHABACTEB.

Except in the extreme southwest corner of South Cobb Township, 
the only rock below the Cyril gypsum that crops out in the a'rea 
mapped is the Whitehorse sandstone. Except in the Cement uplift 
(fig. 8, p. 70) this rock is a friable reddish-brown cross-bedded tb 
regular-bedded sandstone which weathers rapidly, producing a thick 
soil of sand that is blown about by the wind and in some localities 
piled up into sand dunes. Streams cut deep gorges in the sandstone, 
exposing it in the walls of narrow canyons. (See PL VII, A.) In 
places where it is capped by the Cyril gypsum or by an indurated 
layer of the sandstone itself, its outcrops form vertical bluffs 
along the edge of the upland plains of the region. The wind exposes 
it along the west sides of prominent ridges and erodes it into small 
conical mounds and barren slopes. The red color of these outcrops 
along the bluffs of Washita Eiver and the valleys of many of its 
tributaries, such .as Deep Creek, Stockton Canyon, Eock Creek, Ton- 
kawa Creek, and the headwaters of Little Washita Eiver, is a strik 
ing feature of the landscape. This same sandstone forms the famous 
Caddo County Buttes, in the northern part of Caddo County.

THICKNESS.

The thickness of the Whitehorse sandstone in the Kiowa area Is 
not determinable. About 200 feet of it is exposed along the valley 
of Washita Eiver near Fort Cobb, and there is nothing in the char 
acter of the lowest exposed sandstone to indicate that it lies at or 
near the base of the Whitehorse. The log of a well drilled in sec. 21, 
Grandview Township, shows 360 feet of " sandrock," but it is doubt 
ful whether the Whitehorse sandstone is so thick. The logs of wells 
in the'Cement area indicate that its thickness there is about 250 feet. 
At the base of the Whitehorse sandstone cliff which forms the river 
bluffs 1 mile north of the northeast corner of Tonkawa Township 
there occurs a 2-foot bed of white gypsum underlain by red gypsifer- 
ous shales. The interval between this gypsum bed, which apparently 
marks the base of the Whitehorse sandstone, and the top of the sand 
stone is 230 feet. This is probably the average thickness of the 
Whitehorse in the region. Toward the southern* part of the area
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mapped this sandstone thins rapidly or else shales replace its basal 
part, for in sees. 31 and 32, South Cobb Township, there are outcrops 
of red and green shales at a distance of about 100 feet below the top 
of the Whitehorse sandstone. However, as the upper portion of the 
sandstone becomes argillaceous toward the southwest in both the 
Kiowa and Cement areas, it is probable that the shales mentioned are 
a change in f acies of the Whitehorse sandstone. These shales and the 
underlying Dog Creek shale constitute most of the outcropping rocks 
between the area mapped and the limestone hills bordering the 
Wichita Mountains and form the floor of the topographic basin 
which lies to the southwest of the ridge produced by the escarpment 
of the upper part of the Whitehorse sandstone and the overlying 
gypsum bed.

CROSS-BEDDING.

The bedding of the Whitehorse sandstone varies laterally and 
vertically from regular bedding to very pronounced cross-bedding. 
In a typical exposure of 100 feet of the sandstone there may be 
one or more layers of cross-bedded material, the remainder being 
regularly bedded. The regularly bedded portion usually has con 
spicuous bedding planes and consists of beds ranging from 1 to 30 
feet in thickness and averaging about 10 feet. The thickness of 
the cross-bedded members ranges from 5 to 40 feet, and that of the 
oblique layers ranges from a fraction of an inch to 1 or 2 feet. On 
the truncated edges of these layers rests the overlying horizontal 
bed, producing the appearance of an unconformity. (See PL IX, A.) 
In some sections this condition is repeated two or three times, ancl 
in others at the same stratigraphic position the entire sandstone is 
horizontally bedded. In fact, none of the cross-bedded layers are 
continuous for more than a few thousand feet, and most of them 
probably extend only a few hundred feet. It is difficult to determine 
to what extent a cross-bedded layer is developed, for as a rule the 
outcrops are not continuous. Usually each outcrop shows different 
conditions of bedding from the others, even though it represents the 
same horizon of the sandstone.

The dips of the oblique laminae in cross-bedded layers are pro 
nounced and resemble structural dips, for which they are sometimes 
taken by oil men. Of course these dips have no relation to structure, 
for they are not the result of folding of the rocks but are due to the 
manner of deposition, as is pointed out on page 59. Reference to 
Plate IX will clearly demonstrate that these dips are not structural 
dips. In Plate IX, J., the dip of the cross-bedded laminae is 28° in a 
direction 35° west of south. This is equivalent to a dip of 2,800 feet 
to the mile, while the true dip of the rocks is about that of the flat- 
lying bed shown in the photograph, or about 50 feet to the mile, and
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in a direction 60° east of south, or about at right angles to the cross- 
bedding dips. In Plate IX, Z?, the dip- of the cross-bedding is to the 
southwest at the rate of 3,050 feet to the mile, while the true dip as 
represented by the overlying gypsum bed is to the northeast at the 
rate of 40 feet to the mile. Plate IX, C, shows that the cross-bedding 
dips may incline in many directions in the same bed. Structural dips, 
in contrast to these, are parallel. In this region the strata dip so 
gently that it is difficult to detect the dips without instrumental work, 
but the cross-bedding dips are so steep as to be easily discernible. 
The cross-bedding dips may also be distinguished from the structural 
dips by noting the discordance between the inclination of the steeply 
dipping layers and that of contiguous beds. As shown in Plate 
IX, J., there is even a pronounced difference in inclination between 
beds that are in contact. A consideration of the dips of the cross- 
bedding, though of no value in determining the structure and oil possi 
bilities of an area, gives valuable data from which to determine the 
origin of the sandstone, and to this end these dips will be considered 
further.

A regular and irregular type of cross-bedding in the Whitehorse 
sandstone can be distinguished. Typical examples of each of these 
are shown in Plate IX, the regular type in views A and B and the 
irregular type in C.

In the regular type of cross-bedding the oblique lamination planes 
are plane surfaces, and the dips at any one outcrop are all in one 
direction and all of approximately the same amount. The directions 
of these dips vary in different outcrops, but in the whole area mapped 
they are southward, with a range of 45° to the east or the west of 
south but usually a few degrees west of south. The angles of these 
dips range from 10° to 30°; as a rule they are more than 20°. In 
the outcrop shown in Plate IX, Z?, the oblique lamination planes, 
which extend across a bed 40 feet thick, dip 30°. Only about 20 feet 
of the outcrop of this bed is exposed, so the total lateral extent of 
this cross-bedding is not known, but it is at least 20 feet. In the 
cross-bedded material shown in Plate IX, J., the dip is 28° and the 
bed is about 15 feet thick. The outcrop extends across a belt 300 
feet wide and for a distance of 600 feet in the direction of the strike 
of the oblique laminae. Across this entire outcrop the strikes of these 
lamination planes are parallel and form straight lines. The hori 
zontal length of the bed, measured at right angles to the strike, is at 
least 200 feet and probably much more. In another outcrop a cross- 
bedded layer 15 feet thick shows a length of 2,000 feet. Toward the 
base of a cross-bedded stratum the dip of the oblique laminae de 
creases and the layers thin and merge into the underlying horizontally 
bedded layers.
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In the irregular type of cross-bedding the layers dip in every 
direction at angles ranging from a few degrees to 15° but rarely more 
than 10°. They comprise concentric and nonparallel layers, which 
are commonly less than an inch thick. The vertical extent of such 
cross-bedded material is usually less than 20 feet and its length not 
more than a few hundred feet. This type of cross-bedding is about 
as common as the regular type, and the two are found throughout the 
thickness of the Whitehorse sandstone. The origin of this type of 
cross-bedding is discussed on pages 59-61.

MATERIAL AND COLOR.

The homogeneous character of the Whitehorse sandstone is shown 
by the microscope to be due to a uniformity in the size of the grains 
of silica, the almost total absence of cementing materials, and the 
presence of a pigment of ferric oxide, which occurs as films and stains 
on the surfaces of the sand grains. Most of the grains are partly 
rounded, and their surfaces are smooth and glazed, probably as a 
result of wind action. The grains average 0.15 millimeter in diame 
ter but range from 0.1 to 0.3 millimeter. The coloring material is 
apparently of secondary origin. It was probably added by ground 
waters and makes up about 1 per cent of the total material of the 
sand. It is evident that the coloring matter was not present in 
the grains before or during the deposition of the beds. Had it 
been there originally, it would apparently have been worn off by the 
rubbing induced by wind and water action, for the degree to which 
the materials have been sorted and the uniformity in the size of the 
grains indicate that they have been carried long distances and worked 
and reworked by water and wind. Apparently this sorting was so 
thorough that little more in this direction can be accomplished, for 
the sand grains in all types of bedding are very similar in shape and 
size.

CHANGES IN APPEARANCE OF WHITEHORSE SANDSTONE IN CEMENT ANTICLINAL AREA.

Toward the axis of the Cement anticline the brownish-red color of 
the Whitehorse sandstone that prevails in the rest of the area mapped 
changes abruptly to pink, white, and yellow. This change takes 
place about two-thirds the distance up the flanks of the anticline. 
The line marking the change, as shown in figure 8, closely parallels 
the structure contours, and the area inclosed by this line includes 
about twice the area of the closure of the fold. On the north and 
west flank of the anticline the color changes first from brownish red 
to pinkish white and then to yellow. On the south and east flank 
of the anticline the change is abrupt from brownish red to light 
yellow, The change can be seen along courses of streams in sees,
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22 and 23, South Cement Township. A boundary line marking the 
change of color in a single outcrop is irregular in direction, at some 
places following stratification planes and at others cutting across 
the beds. This yellow color is continuous over the whole area of 
uplift except in the Keeche Hill buttes. In these buttes, which, are on 
the highest part of the uplift, the Whitehorse sandstone is a hard 
gray calcareous rock, quite dissimilar in appearance to the soft yellow 
sandstone of other parts of the anticline and to the friable reddish- 
brown sandstone that occurs in areas outside of the .uplift, The 
dissimilarity is so great that a few geologists have thought that the 
two sandstones belong to different formations or else that the change 
in color and composition was due to a change in the conditions of 
deposition. That the sandstone on the crest of the anticline and in 
these buttes is actually the Whitehorse is proved by outliers of the 
Cyril gypsum overlying it in some localities; by the structure indi 
cated by well logs, which show that the dips are of a nature to carry 
the gypsum bed over the hills where it is now absent as a result of 
erosion; and by the fact that a microscopic examination of the sand 
stone shows that .the sand grains are similar to those of the White- 
horse in other areas, the difference in appearance of the rock being 
due to the deposition of carbonates in its pore spaces, which outside 
of the area of uplift contain but little cementing material. That the 
change in the appearance of the sandstone is secondary and not the 
result of change in the conditions of deposition is indicated by the 
fact that it is limited to the area of uplift.

Apparently the alteration was induced by the folding of the rocks, 
and the agent that effected it was ground water. As the changes in 
color are due chiefly to addition of materials to the sandstone rather 
than subtraction, it is probable that the waters depositing these mate 
rials were ascending and not descending waters, for descending 
waters would have a leaching rather than a cementing effect on rocks 
lying near the surface, and besides there is no apparent reason why 
if a change of color were produced by descending waters in the anti 
clinal area a like change would not be produced in other areas, not 
anticlinal, which had a similar topographic relief, and there are in 
this region such areas in which no color change is present in the 
Whitehorse sandstone. On the other hand, ascending waters often 
effect near the surface a cementation of the rocks through which 
they pass. Such waters may be inferred to have been present as a 
result of the compression of the materials incident to the folding of 
the strata, the upward flow being confined to the area of greatest def 
ormation here the crest of the anticline where fissures, joints, and 
fault planes would furnish channels along which the waters could 
move with comparative ease. These waters were probably rich in

26801° 22 Bull. 726  5
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carbonate solutions for, as Eogers 10 points out, such solutions are 
characteristic of oil-field waters, and as these waters approached the 
surface a decrease of pressure and lowering of temperature would 
occur, with the result that carbonates would be deposited in the open- 
textured Whitehorse sandstone. Additional evidence of these ascend 
ing waters is seen in the cementation of the strata for considerable 
depths in the dome areas, where the drillers report that for several 
hundred feet the strata are much harder than elsewhere, and in the 
alteration of the upper Cyril gypsum bed in the same areas to a 
crystalline limestone, with the development of large crystals of cal- 
cite and aragonite.

With the gray color of the Whitehorse sandstone reasonably well 
explained, it is logical to infer that the ascending waters produced 
the other color changes, though the manner in which they effected 
these changes is not clear. The yellow phase may be due to the hy- 
dration of the red ferric oxide, and the pinkish-white color to the 
efflorescence of gypsum. They may, however, be due to the variation 
in the size of the color pigments, for Weiser u shows that the differ 
ent colors of hydrous ferric oxide may be due to the variation in size 
of the colloidal particles.

Another tentative explanation for the upward movement of the 
water, offered by K. C. Heald, is as follows:

Buried peaks of hard rock may exist at no great depth beneath the domed 
areas, with large valleys filled with soft sediments on either1 side. The soft 
beds would tend to settle or slump toward the basins, and those over the basins 
would also lose more volume by compacting than those over th,e peaks. This 
would result in the formation of sharp domes over the buried hills or peaks, 
while extensive shear zones, developed through the slumping or settling of the 
beds in the marginal areas, would furnish, ideal channels for the upward 
migration of the water, oil, and gas that were being squeezed out by the con 
solidation or " packing " of the beds, or that might escape from the unsealed 
edges of petroliferous formations unconformably below the barren capping of 
shales and sandstones. This would be particularly probable if the buried hills 
were anticlinal in structure. The migrating oil and gas would probably be 
arrested in porous beds before they had completed more than a fraction of the 
journey to the surface, but the water, with its greater facility for traversing 
openings of minute size, would continue to the surface, urged on by the pressure 
resulting from the compacting or squeezing of the beds.

UNEXPOSED BOCKS.

Beneath the Whitehorse sandstone, which is the lowest exposed rock 
in most of the area mapped, wells drilled in the Cement oil field (see 
PL X') have penetrated a total thickness of 3,640 feet of alternating

10 Rogers, G. S., The Sunset-Midway oil field, Calif., Part II: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 117, p. 27, 1919,

11 Weiser, H. B., Hydrous ferric oxide: Jour. Phys. Chem., vol. 24, No. 4, pp. 277-328, 
1920.
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beds of red and blue shale, sandstone, and limestone, of which blue 
shale forms an average of 41 per cent, red shale 31 per cent, sandstone 
25 per cent, and limestone 3 per cent. These strata may be classified 
into four groups a sandstone group, a red-shale group, an oil-sand 
group, and a lime-shale group. The percentages of the different 
rocks in each group are shown in the following table. The sandstone 
group forms approximately the first 900 feet of strata and is com 
posed of upper and lower sandstones, separated by several beds 
of blue and red shale. The upper sandstone is the Whitehorse, and 
the lower probably belongs to the Blaine formation. The shales are 
apparently the Dog Creek shale member of the Woodward formation. 
The red-shale group comprises 600 feet of strata underlying the 
sandstone group and consists almost entirely of shales, two-thirds of 
which are red, but contains also a few lenticular sandstones. This 
group probably belongs to the Enid formation. Below the last thick 
bed of red shale there is about 900 feet of alternating red and blue 
shales and shaly sandstones and brown and gray lenticular sand 
stones. These sandstones form the oil sands of the Cement field. 
The rocks below this group have been penetrated by only three wells. 
They appear to be chiefly blue and red calcareous shales.

Percentages of different rocks in different groups of strata penetrated by wells 
in the Cement oil field, Oklahoma.
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BASE OF THE PERMIAN".

The thickness of the Permian in the Cement field is estimated by 
different geologists at 800 to 2,700 feet. Drill samples were collected 
from a number of wells and examined for fossils by P. V. Roundy, 
but only a few Foraminifera and sponge spicules were noted, and 
these were types that have so wide a geologic range that they were 
of no use in determining the age of the strata. An attempt was made 
to trace the formations eastward to the outcrop of the Pennsylvanian 
formation in northern Garvin County by the use of well logs. How 
ever, few wells have been drilled in the intervening area, and the 
correlation is only tentative. The conclusion based on this correla 
tion is that the top of the Pennsylvanian is at a depth of about 1,500 
feet, at the base of the red-shale group.-
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ORIGIN OF PERMIAN " BED BEDS."

There has been considerable discussion as to the manner of depo 
sition and climatic conditions under which the Permian " Red Beds " 
of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas were deposited. Many geologists, 
among them Cope, Beede, and Wegemann, have considered that they 
represent sediments derived from the Arbuckle-Wichita mountain 
uplift and deposited in shallow terrestrial water or on tidal flats 
of deltas, but in view of the high degree of sorting and the fineness 
of the Whitehorse sandstone, which shows no change in the charac 
ter of material up to its last outcrop 10 miles from the crest of the 
mountains, and the fact that the direction of the regular type of the 
cross-bedding indicates that the currents which produced it were 
not from the Wichita Mountains but from the north, it seems im 
probable that the Whitehorse sandstone or any of the Permian to 
the north of. the mountains, except local talus slopes and conglomer 
ates directly adjacent to the mountains, had such an origin. On the 
other hand, it seems reasonable to consider the whole of the later 
Carboniferous as a delta deposit which was built up eastward in the 
Pennsylvanian and Permian seas over approximately what is now 
western and central Oklahoma. The rivers that rose in late Car 
boniferous time from land masses in the region now occupied by the 
Rocky Mountains deposited over the flood plains of the subaerial por 
tion of this delta the continental sediments that make up the " Red 
Beds," while in the sea to the north, east, and south the marine sedi 
ments into which the "Red Beds" merge were being laid down. 
Thus, to the south the nonmarine deposits of the Wichita formation 
are replaced by marine deposits south of Salt Fork River in Texas. 
To the north the continental " Red Beds " of the Permian grade into 
the marine sediments of the Sumner and Chase groups of Kansas, 
and to the east the upper Pennsylvanian "Red Beds" merge into gray 
and blue marine sediments, the marine Permian in that direction 
having, been removed by erosion.

The line marking the boundary between the marine and non- 
marine facies of the basal Permian and upper Pennsylvanian (see 
fig. 7) forms a broad curve to the east across central Oklahoma, 
which suggests that the delta was built outward into a sea in this 
direction and that its shore line in early Permian time conformed 
approximately to the line indicated. During the growth of the delta 
there would be a shifting of the strand line, bringing about an inter 
calation of marine and nonmarine sediments. In some of the lagoons 
in the subaerial portions of the delta swamp deposits would be 
formed, while in others gypsum would be deposited. Parts of the 
flood plain would be alternately flooded and exposed to the action of 
the wind. Thus, in a general way, all the conditions of sedimenta 
tion represented in the Permian strata would have been developed.
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ORIGIN OF CROSS-BEDDING OF WHITEHORSE SANDSTONE.

Considering the possibility of the delta origin of the Permian " Ked 
Beds," it is thought that the conditions of deposition producing the 
types of bedding of the Whitehorse sandstone could have been brought 
about if to the south of the area under discussion the delta was built 
out into an inland body of water instead of into an open sea. The

EXPLANATION

Pre-Carboniferous Mississippian 
mdPennsylvanlan Permian Post-Permian

FIGURE 7. Approximate boundary between marine and nonmarine sediments of basal 
Permian and upper Pennsylvanian in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.

regular type of cross-bedding described on page 52 and shown on 
Plate IX, A and 5, apparently was formed in a standing body of 
Avater, for it is inconceivable that cross-bedding with foreset slopes 
so long, dipping at angles so high and so uniformly in one direction, 
could have been formed in stream channels or on the flood plain of a 
river. That this type of cross-bedding is not that of the foreset beds 
'of a marine delta is indicated by the facts that these beds are not 
continuous horizontally for more than a few hundred feet and that
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they are confined to no definite bed but may occur at several horizons 
in a single outcrop lying between horizontally bedded strata. Such 
delta foreset beds indicate a fluctuation in the level of the body of 
water that received the sediments. As Grabau 12 points out, such a 
fluctuation could scarcely occur on a subsiding seacoast like those 
on which most deltas are formed, but it could readily occur on an 
inland body of water as a result of slight climatic changes. If such 
a body of water had been present along the southern edge of the delta 
the various types of bedding noted in the Whitehorse sandstone 
would have been developed, the cross-bedding of the regular type 
being formed by streams depositing their load of silt as foreset beds 
as they flowed into this body of water and the cross-bedding of the 
irregular type being produced by the wind drifting the material 
about on the subaerial portion of the delta. The horizontally bedded 
strata were probably deposited when the body of water due to floods 
or a decrease in evaporation advanced over the flood-plain flats. 
That such a body of water existed is not only suggested by the 
types of cross-bedding, but it is indicated by the fact that toward 
the south the Whitehorse sandstone becomes argillaceous and con 
tains considerable gypsum as cementing material, whereas toward 
the north it is a quartz sand containing but little gypsum as 
cement. Such a body of water could have been formed as a 
result of movements along the Arbuckle-Wichita uplift that pro 
duced a narrow bay along the northeast flank of the mountains. 
This bay may have been cut off by the delta river throwing a barrier 
across its outlet, in about the same way that the Colorado has cut 
off the upper part of the Gulf of California. This body of water 
may have been the source of the gypsum beds which were laid down 
at the end of Whitehorse time over wide areas in western Oklahoma. 

The absence of any evidence of vegetation in the Whitehorse sand 
stone, together with the aridity suggested by the deposition of 
gypsum at the beginning and end of the Whitehorse epoch and the 
occurrence of eolian cross-bedding, suggests that the flood plain 
of the delta in the area under discussion lay in an arid belt. The 
fact that the Whitehorse sandstone contains no alluvium, such as 
is usually characteristic' of flood-plain deposits, and the well-sorted, 
glazed, and rounded character of the sand grains indicate that the 
material had been worked over by winds, which apparently re 
moved the finer argillaceous material, drifting it probably toward 
the northeast, in the same direction that the present southeasterly 
winds carry the flood-plain material of the rivers of the area. This 
aridity may have been a widespread climatic condition during 
Permian time, or it may have prevailed only in a local belt, owing-

12 Grabau, A. W., Principles of stratigraphy, p. 702, 1913.
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to the fact that the flood plain here lay to the leeward side of the 
Wichita Mountains and another mountain mass which probably ex 
isted at that time in the present Eocky Mountain region. This region 
is now more arid than surrounding regions. Similar conditions of sand 
deposition over a flood plain are exemplified at the present time by 
the desert flood-plain area of the Nile.

Evidence of stream channeling, which would be expected to occur 
in the Whitehorse sandstone if it had the origin above outlined, was 
not observed in this area, but it is thought that only the minor delta 
distributaries of the delta river flowed across the area. Probably not 
one of the minor streams would hold to one course long enough to 
leave much evidence of its position. The main delta river is thought 
to have lain to the north, probably in the present central part of 
Oklahoma, and to have flowed eastward or southeastward into the 
open sea. Dr. C. N. Gould called the writer's attention to a stream 
channel which lies a few miles northeast of the area studied. This 
channel can be traced 30 miles or more in a southeasterly direction 
from a point 3 miles northwest of Verden, in Caddo County. It is 
marked by a bed of hard, coarse-grained lenticular sandstone con 
taining marine fossils, which fills the old channel and weathers into 
a series of ridges that extends across the country, marking plainly 
the course of the ancient stream. (See PL VII, #, p. 48.) The 
greatest thickness of the sandstone is about 10 feet, and its greatest 
width about 1,000 feet, indicating the approximate cross section of the 
lower part of the stream. Apparently the stream meandered but 
slightly. In the 25 miles that this channel was traced it showed but 
the slightest variation from a direction of S. 45° E. The channel 
was apparently formed early in Whitehorse time, as it is confined 
to a horizon approximately 200 feet below the top of the White- 
horse sandstone. The channel sandstone is cross-bedded, with dips to 
the northwest, and is very dissimilar in texture to the fine-grained 
Whitehorse sandstone at this horizon, which, where cross-bedded, 
has dips in the opposite direction. The presence of small marine 
shells and the apparent " upstream " cross-bedding suggest that a 
strong tidal current flowed up this stream from the sea.

STRUCTURE.

RELATION OF STRUCTURE TO THE ACCUMULATION OF OIL.

The Cement field offers an ideal illustration demonstrating so 
definitely and clearly that geologic structure plays a part in the 
accumulation of oil that even those who have no knowledge of the 
meaning of geologic structure or who do not believe that it is a 
factor in the accumulation of oil can not fail to recognize the fact.
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Geologic structure is a term used to describe the attitude of rock 
layers of the earth's crust that have been folded or otherwise moved 
from the horizontal or nearly horizontal position in which they were 
deposited. Folding of rock beds is almost universal. In some 
regions the rocks are bent steeply upward into high arches that may 
produce mountains or other prominent topographic forms. In many 
regions, however, among them the area described in this report, the 
folding is very gentle, the strata being thrown into a series of mild 
upward and downward flexures. These upward folds are called 
anticlines or domes, and the downward folds synclines. If the rocks 
in beds so folded are sedimentary that is, if they originated from 
muds, sands, slimes, and other loose materials carried by wind, water, 
and other surface agencies and if they contain buried organic 
matter, remains of plants and animals that lived during the period in 
which the beds were being deposited, and also include porous rocks 
such as sandstones lying between compact-textured rocks such as 
shales, then the conditions are present for the accumulation of the 
hydrocarbon known as petroleum. Under such conditions the organic 
matter buried in the rock may be converted into petroleum during 
the geologic ages that follow the deposition, and, through the forces 
of capillary action and the consolidation of the sediments, as the 
writer believes, this petroleum is forced out of the shales into the 
porous sandstones. If these sandstones contain water, these liquid 
hydrocarbons ultimately, through forces that are not perfectly under 
stood, reach the top or a position high on the flanks of the folds, and 
there they remain under pressure developed mainly by the expan 
sive force of the gas generated in the petroleum itself. This briefly 
explains why oil is usually found in anticlines.

KEY ROCKS.

It is apparent that the folding of the rocks is but one of several 
factors affecting accumulation, but without folding the oil present 
in the strata will usually not be segregated into pools of sufficient 
size to repay the cost of drilling to obtain it, though shows of oil may 
be widely encountered. Folding, of course, will not effect accumula 
tion unless the other factors are present; hence not every anticline 
yields oil. An important part of the work of the oil geologist, there 
fore, is the determination of the structure, for from his knowledge of 
the rocks that underlie the surface in an area, obtained from a study 
of their outcrops in adjoining regions or from the study of well 
logs, he knows whether they are by nature of material favorable for 
the accumulation of petroleum. In order to determine the structure 
he must ascertain the dips of the beds over a considerable area. 
Where the rocks are sharply folded these dips can be determined
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simply by a clinometer, which works on the principle of a plumb bob 
and shows the amount by which the dip of the rocks differs from the 
vertical or horizontal. However, where the beds are gently folded, 
as in most parts of the Mid-Continent field, the attitude of the rocks 
is ascertained by determining a great number of elevations on one 
or more persistent beds that can be identified and traced over the area. 
Good beds for this purpose are thin limestones or hard sandstones or 
beds of coal or gypsum. A stratum used in this way is called a key 
rock. The elevations taken on these key rocks are all reduced to terms 
of the elevation of one datum plane, by adding or subtracting from 
each elevation determined the vertical distance that the bed on which 
it was taken lies above or below the selected datum plane. When the 
elevations have all been thus reduced points that show the same eleva 
tion are connected by lines called contour lines. These lines show the 
direction along which the strata lie horizontal. Such a direction 
is known as the strike of the rocks. The dip is at right angles to these 
lines and in the direction of the slope of the strata. In the structure 
maps (Pis. XI, XII) the contour lines are drawn to show every in 
crease of 10 feet in elevation. In the area represented between any 
two adjacent lines the strata therefore dip 10 feet. The lines are 
most closely spaced where they represent areas in which the dip is 
steepest.

In the area under discussion the top of the Whitehorse sandstone 
was used as a key horizon. But as the top of this sandstone could be 
identified only where it was capped by the overlying limestone and 
gypsum beds, and as these beds were widely eroded it was necessary 
to project the structure contours in places over wide areas. In such 
areas dips were determined by plotting elevations on a large scale on 
stratification planes of the Whitehorse sandstone, care being taken 
to use only planes between beds that were horizontally bedded.

STRUCTURE OF THE CEMENT AREA. 

CEMENT ANTICLINE.

The major structural features of the Cement oil field and the area 
of four townships in which it lies (see PI. XI) consist of two 
prominent synclinal folds separated by the Cement anticline, whose 
axis extends N. 70° W. along the northern part of South Cement 
Township and the southern parts of North Cement and Tonkawa 
townships. The arch of the fold parallels the Wichita Mountain fold 
ing and conforms closely to the Keeche Hills water divide. (See 
PI. XI, in pocket.) The area of closure, which is marked by the 1,460- 
foot contour line, is about 11 miles long and 2 miles wide, covering 
approximately 23 square miles. The amount of closure of the anti-
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cline, independent of the two domes occurring along its axis, is 60 
feet, the highest contour on the anticline being the 1,510-foot contour.

The two domes, representing separate areas of intensive folding 
along the axis of the anticline, lie about 4£ miles apart. The eastern 
dome, here called the Cement dome, as it centers 1 mile east of 
Cement, has a length of 3 miles and a width of 1£ '.miles. The 
closure represented by this dome, considered as a sepaiute feature, 
is 60 feet, and that of this part of the entire fold 120 feut. The dip 
of the strata in every direction from the crest of the do ne is about 
100 feet to the mile. The structure of this dome is based on eleva 
tions on the Prosperity oil sand and on the top of the Whitehorse 
sandstone on hills that are capped by gypsum. The interval be 
tween those two strata is estimated at 2,460 feet. The structure of 
the dome as represented may be found to vary slightly from the true 
structure when more wells are drilled in the area, for erosion has 
removed the top of the Whitehorse sandstone, leaving only scattered 
outliers covered by the gypsum, which in places may rest unconf orm- 
ably on the sandstone, and consequently the outcrops and the well logs 
now available furnish so few points for the determination x>f eleva 
tions that it is impossible to be as certain of the structure in Ike areas 
covered by these domes as in adjoining areas. Because/;of the 
unconformity previously discussed, some of the dips measured on 
the contact between gypsum and sandstone may not be structural 
dips. On Cedar Top, a high butte in the northeastern part of sec. 
10, South Cement Township, the base of the gypsum bed outlier, 
which is 400 feet long and 100 feet wide, has a dip of 3£° S. 20° E. 
On a second and smaller outlier of the same bed on the water-tank 
hill, in sec. 2, the dip is even greater than this and in about the same 
direction. The same bed caps the hill at the eastern edge of Cement, 
where in 1,200 feet it has a dip to the southeast of only 10 feet.

The center of the western dome, which may be called the Keeche 
dome, lies just southeast of the center of sec. 36, Tonkawa Township, 
about 4| miles west of the Cement dome. The area of uplift of this 
dome is smaller than that of the Cement dome, being 1-| miles long 
and three-quarters of a mile wide, but the fold is more intense. The 
closure of the dome itself is 140 feet, and the total closure of this part 
of the anticline is 200 feet. The strata dip at the rate of 420 feet to 
the mile on the northern flank of the dome and about 360 feet to the 
mile on the southern flank, showing structural dips probably steeper 
than are found in the surface rocks of any other oil field of Okla 
homa. There is some question as to the amount of folding of the 
center of this dome, for here, as in the Cement dome, the Cyril 
gypsum is absent except for what appears to be a small remnant 
up the western slope of the high ridge that lies along the axis of
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this dome, and where the gypsum is absent it is impossible to recog 
nize the top of the Whitehorse sandstone. This small gypsum bed, 
though quitei unlike the Cyril gypsum outside of the dome areas, 
is similar in appearance to the gypsum on the buttes on the Cement 
dome and may logically be assumed to be the same bed. With the 
exception af this small outlier, the rest of the ridge is composed 
of the haiai gray calcareous phase of the Whitehorse sandstone, 
the changerain the appearance of the sandstone and the Cyril gyp 
sum being due chiefly to the action of ground water, as explained 
on page 54w The position of the center of the fold and the highest 
contour arfi based on the elevation of the highest part of this high 
ridge, the surface rocks here being considered the top of the White- 
horse sandstone. If this correlation is erroneous the folding is even 
more pronounced than has been represented. The structure of the 
rest of the dome has been determined from the available well logs.

The axis of the Cement anticline extends about 4 miles northwest 
of the Keeche dome and about 3 miles east of the crest' of the Cement 
dome. At each end the anticline is terminated by a syncline. On the 
-flanks of the Cement anticline the rocks dip to synclinal basins at a 
rate th t averages 60 feet to the mile, but decreases toward the syn 
clinal   -eas. The axis of the syncline on the northern flank, here 
called tiiie Cobb syncline, lies 2 miles from the center of the Cement 
dome and 3 miles from the Keeche dome; the difference in the eleva 
tion of the top of the Whitehorse sandstone on the crests of the domes 
and in the bottom of the syncline is 140 and 250 feet, respectively. 
The axis of the Cyril syncline, on the southern flank, lies 4£ miles 
down the dip from both the Cement and Keeche domes, and the dif 
ferences in elevation of the top of the Whitehorse sandstone are 250 
and 340 feet, respectively. The strata thus dip 100 feet lower on the 
southern flank than on the northern, and the Keeche dome is struc 
turally 80 feet higher than the Cement dome.

CYKIL, SYNCLINE.

The Cyril syncline, so named by F. G. Clapp, consists of a broad 
central basin, the center of which lies about 2 miles west of Cyril. 
Across this area the axis of the syncline curves to the east and north 
west. (See fig. 8.) On the northwest the syncline terminates where 
it cuts off the Cement anticline. On the east the synclinal basin 
probably extends for several miles beyond the area mapped. North 
ward from the center of the syncline the strata rise just enough to 
expose the gypsum-capped top of the Whitehorse sandstone along 
the sides of the streams to their heads in the Keeche Hills. To the 
south and west, in Doyle Township, up the flanks of the syncline, the 
Cyril gypsum rises at the rate of 40 feet to the mile and is exposed
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along the sides of the streams that flow into the Little Washita, in 
some places only a few feet above the stream beds for long dis 
tances. About 2 miles south of the Little Washita the lower gypsum 
bed crops out continuously along the western and southwestern parts 
of Doyle Township. This outcrop forms a ridge which some geolo 
gists have believed to indicate the presence of an anticlinal fold. 
However, elevations on the base of the gypsum bed on the west side 
of the divide and across the divide where it has been dissected by 
stream channels, which expose the contact between the Whitehorse 
sandstone and the gypsum bed, prove that the dips are all to the 
northeast and hence that no anticline is present. In the township 
south of Doyle the gypsum bed rises toward the south and forms a 
continuous outcrop at the base of a prominent high ridge just east of 
Fletcher. Thus this ridge is not due to an anticlinal uplift but is an 
escarpment of the gypsum bed.. It is very probable that the rocks 
south and southwest of the Cyril syncline rise continuously out of 
this basin to the Wichita Mountain uplift. Across the township 
lying between Doyle and the northeastward-dipping Cambrian and 
Ordovician limestone along the northeast side of the Wichita Moun 
tains the outcropping strata probably belong principally to the 
Woodward formation, being mostly shales which have weathered 
into a low-lying plain. These shales include no beds from which the 
structure of the area can be definitely determined. A sandstone that 
crops out in the village of Apache was traced for 3 or 4= miles to the 
southeast. This sandstone dips to the northeast, and it is very prob 
able that there is a continuous dip of the Permian rocks away from 
the mountains to the Cyril and Cobb synclines.

COBB SYNCLINE.

From 2 to 3 miles north of the Cement anticline lies a synclinal 
basin whose axis, beginning near the southeast corner of North 
Cement Township, extends northwestward to the northwest corner of 
Tonkawa Township and thence northwestward diagonally across the 
whole of the Kiowa area, forming one continuous synclinal fold. In 
the Cement area this synclinal fold is to be considered as a shallow 
basin ending near the southeast corner of North Cement Township 
and deepening toward the northwest. The strata rise rather steeply 
up the southern flank, but on the northern flank the dip is only 20 
to 30 feet to the mile. The outcrops of the Whitehorse sandstone 
capped by gypsum are few in Tonkawa and North Cement townships, 
and hence the exact form of the Cobb syncline in these townships can 
not be determined with as much certainty as that of its central por 
tion in West McKinley Township. There is, however, an almost con 
tinuous outcrop of the key rock along ridges running northward along
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the east and west sides of Tonkawa Township, which gives a line of 
elevations across the syncline at about right angles to the strike. The 
last outcrop of the top of the Whitehorse sandstone up the northern 
flank of the syncline is on the top-of a hill 1,800 feet west of the north 
east corner of Tonkawa Township. The elevation of the key rock 
here shows a rise of the strata to the northeast. The continuation of 
this northeastward rise is shown by the southwesterly dips of a 25- 
foot massive layer of the Whitehorse sandstone and a 2-foot gypsum 
bed, occurring respectively at the top and base of the bluffs along the 
river valley southeast of Anadarko. The gypsum bed lies 230 feet 
below the top of the Whitehorse sandstone and can be traced along 
the ridge extending out in the valley of the Washita on the east side 
of the series of lakes through which Tonkawa Creek flows. The dip 
of the gypsum bed here makes it possible to determine the position 
and direction of the contour lines, and as the region as a whole is 
characterized by straight contours, it is permissible to project the 
structure across broad areas in which there are no outcrops. It is 
therefore considered that the structure as mapped for the northern 
part of Tonkawa Township and the most of the township north of it 
is correctly indicated on the map, in spite of the absence of many 
points of control. These conditions exist in North Cement Township, 
though in that area there are fewer outcrops than in Tonkawa. The 
axis of the syncline shown on the structure map was located by pro 
jecting an even curve through three points where its position was 
definitely determined. These points are in sees. 6 and 14, Tonkawa 
Township, and sec. 27, North Cement Township. The determinations 
in sees. 6 and 14 were made by running a line of levels along the base 
of the Cyril gypsum, which occurs in a continuous outcrop across the 
bottom of the syncline. In sec. 27, North Cement Township, the axis 
cuts across the northernmost two outliers of the Cyril gypsum north 
east of the Keeche Hills. The dip on the northeast flank of the 
syncline can not be accurately determined here, but the fact that the 
strata rise toward the northeast at this point is shown by a slight but 
definite dip to the south in the gypsum that caps the outlier in sec. 27 
and by the fact that no gypsum appears on the hills to the north, 
which are high enough to be capped with this bed if it did not rise 
toward the north.

Some of the geologists who have examined this area believe that 
the gypsum is present under the sand hills to the north, concealed by 
the sand, instead of having been stripped off as postulated by the 
writer. The work done in other parts of the area refutes this belief, 
for throughout the eight townships mapped not a hill or a ridge 
underlain by the gypsum fails to show some outcrop of this character 
istic bed, particularly on southwesterly exposures. The existence of 
a large area of drifted sand is itself evidence that the surface is under-
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lain by the Whitehorse sandstone and not by the gypsum, for where 
the gypsum is present the soil is less sandy and the surface does not 
become sand covered.

Additional evidence of the southwesterly dip of the rocks is found 
in the dip of the stratification planes of the Whitehorse sandstone in 
sec. 11, North Cement Township, and also by the outcrops of the 
gypsum bed that underlies the Whitehorse sandstone a few miles 
north and east of Cement. That the axis of the syncline swings to 
the southwest and cuts off the Cement anticline is indicated by the 
dip of hard ledges in the Whitehorse sandstone in sec. 1, South 
Cement Township, and sec. 7 of the township to the east. The data 
that permitted the determination of the position of this syncline are 
set forth above in some detail, because the statement has been made 
by several observers that the dips on the flank of the Cement anti 
cline continue several miles to the northeast. The erroneous impres 
sion on which this statement is based seems to be due to confusion of 
the Cyril gypsum with a bed of gypsum that crops out between 
Chickasha and Ninnekah and that actually lies about 230 feet below 
the Cyril gypsum.

STRUCTURE OF THE KIOWA AREA.

The chief feature of the structure of the Kiowa area (see PI. 
XII, in pocket) is the Cobb syncline, whose axis extends diagonally 
across the whole area. The lowest point of the syncline lies in the 
southern part of West McKinley Township. Away from this 
low point the rocks rise in every direction gently along the 
synclinal axis and more steeply up the flanks of the syncline. To 
the northeast the rise is at first only about 20 feet to the mile, but 
farther north, in Grand View Township, the dip increases to 
almost 40 feet to the mile. In the northwestern part of this township 
there is a slight buckling or arching of the strata, which may repre 
sent the nose of an anticline lying to the north. However, the out 
crops of the key rocks are so few that the character of this possibly 
anticlinal fold can not be determined with absolute certainty. A 
minor synclinal fold, which runs northward across the center of the 
township, appears to be the only definite fold in the whole area 
mapped that does not parallel the structural trend of the region. 
The Cobb syncline apparently continues through North and South 
Cobb townships. Over much of this area there are no outcrops of 
the gypsum bed, but as the structure of the region as a whole is 
marked by uniformity of strike, it is thought that the structure as 
shown by broken lines on the map is very close to the true structure, 
Fortunately there are some points of control that justify drawing 
the contour lines northwest of the main areas of outcrops in Grand 
View Township and in the eastern part of South Cobb Township.
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In sec. 34, North Cobb Township, there is a small outlier of gyp 
sum. This, taken together with the outcrop in the northern and west 
ern parts of the township, supported by a few dips determined on 
stratigraphic planes of the Whitehorse sandstone in the western part 
of South Cobb Township, makes it possible to determine with a con 
siderable degree of certainty the structure of an area which is almost 
entirely covered with wind-blown sand. If this area were studied 
alone, its structure could not be determined at all. The northwest 
ward extension of the synclinal axis is suggested by the fact that its 
projected axis conforms in position and direction with Cobb Creek, 
which, from a consideration of its character and similarity to other 
synclinal creeks of the region, is apparently a synclinal stream. West 
of North Cobb Township there is a broad belt covered by the Cyril 
gypsum, which dips to the northeast across the first township, beyond 
which no observations were made. The 1,560-foot contour is a, pro 
jection of the strike of the Cyril gypsum from a point where its base 
has this elevation, 6 miles west and 1 mile south from the northwest 
corner of North Cobb Township.

The Cyril gypsum can be traced southward from the center of the 
Cobb syncline up the dip to the top of the ridge that forms a con 
tinuation of the Keeche Hills water divide. To the southwest of 
this ridge the country is a low-lying plain in which all the surface 
strata are red and green shales, and in this area the dips of the rocks 
can not be determined. The ridge, being a continuation of the Keeche 
Hills water divide, is regarded by some oil men as a continuation of 
the Cement anticline. This belief is in error, for the Cyril syncline 
cuts off the fold in the western part of Tonkawa Township. That 
another fold is not developed farther west at the position of this 
ridge is proved by the fact that to the southwest the surface forma 
tions are the shales that form the base of the Whitehorse sandstone. 
If the ridge were an anticline, then the strata would dip to the south 
west and the surface would be underlain by the upper part of the 
Whitehorse sandstone and the overlying Cyril gypsum. Again, this 
area is obviously a part of the structural belt which, to the southeast 
and northwest, is known to dip northeast. Hence the ridge is to be 
interpreted as an escarpment produced by the outcropping gypsum 
beds.

RELATION OF STRUCTURE TO TOPOGRAPHY.

As the "plain" surface forming the flat-lying upland of this 
region owes its presence to the underlying gypsum bed (see p. 42), 
the folding of this gypsum bed is reflected in the general slope of the 
country which it underlies, although the minor topographic features 
of course have no relation to structure, being determined by
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streams or wind erosion. Thus, in the Cement area the position 
of the Cement anticline is marked by a high divide and that of the 
synclinal basin to the south by relatively low country, because the 
Cyril gypsum is the surface formation in both localities. In the 
Kiowa area the general slope of the country underlain by the Cyril 
gypsum or the Day Creek dolomite conforms to the dip of the strata. 

However, this does not mean that all ridges and all slopes in this 
region are due to the structure, as many oil men have come to

i-
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o Location 
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PIGDEB 8. Map showing absence of relation of ridges to structure and other features In 
the Cement oil field, Caddo County, Okla,

think. In fact, the relation between the Keeche Hills and the Ce 
ment anticline is to be regarded as unusual and due to the for 
tuitous combination of a number of circumstances. In the coun 
try outside of the Keeche Hills the only topographic features 
related to the structure are the regional slopes of the upland areas 
underlain by the gypsum. These slopes are so mild and irregular 
that they are scarcely determinable except when the landscape as a 
whole is considered. All the ridges and valleys on such slopes are 
due to the erosive action of the wind and streams and have no rela-
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tion to structure. Such topographic features include many of the 
prominent ridges that lie between streams flowing in the same direc 
tion. The land slopes that are not underlain by the Cyril gypsum 
do not owe their direction of slope to the dip of the underlying rocks. 
These include the broad valley slopes of the rivers and the steeper 
slopes of the prominent escarpment ridges produced by the outcrops 
of the Cyril gypsum, as, for example, the ridges in the western 
part of Grand View Township and the eastern part of South Cobb 
Township, the water divide 1 mile south of West McKinley Town 
ship, and the ridge in the western part of Doyle Township, which 
extends southeastward into the township south of Doyle. Such a 
ridge can be readily distinguished from an anticlinal ridge, like the 
Keeche Hills, by the presence of the gypsum on one slope and its 
absence on the other. The lack of relation between these ridges and 
the structure of the region is shown in figure 8.

0

DEVELOPMENT OF CEMENT OIL FIELD.

HISTOBY OF DEVELOPMENT.

Operations for the development of oil and gas in this region began 
in 1916, near the present Cement field, with the drilling of a shallow 
well on the Funk farm, 3 miles east of Cement (No. 72, PI. XI), 
in which, at a depth of 1,415 feet, half a million cubic feet of gas 
was encountered. Active drilling in the area was started by the 
completion in 1917 of the Kunsemuller well, in sec. 32, North 
Cement Township, by the Oklahoma Star Oil Co. This well encoun 
tered sufficient oil at a depth of about 1,700 feet to encourage further 
drilling, and as a result the Fortuna Oil Co., during the same year, 
drilled a well in sec. 31, North Cement Township (No. 20, PI. XI). 
This well found gas and gave an initial production of 35,000,000 
cubic feet from a sand 2,340 feet deep. In 1918 wells yielding oil 
from depths of about 2,300 feet in sufficient quantities to prove that 
a commercial oil field had been found were completed in both the 
eastern and western parts of the field. Since then development 
work has continued, and at the time of writing (Mar. 1, 1920) there 
are 26 completed wells in the field and 36 wells being drilled. Of the 
completed wells, 20 are oil wells, 4 are gas wells, and 2 are abandoned 
holes. Of the wells now being drilled, three have gone through the 
present producing sands without finding oil. These wells will be 
drilled deeper.

OIL SANDS.

The oil produced so far in this field has come from a series of 
shales and sandstones (the oil-sand group in the table on p. 57), 
which underlies the surface at depths of 1,500 to 2,400 feet. Good 
showings of oil are encountered in many of the sandstones of this 
group, but at present the production is confined 'chiefly to three sands. 

26801° 22 Bull. 726  6
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Caddo oU sand. The highest producing sand, known as the Caddo 
or 1,800-foot sand, yielded oil in paying quantities for the first time 
in the Eoe well No. 2 of the Caddo Petroleum Co., in the west end 
of the field (No. 12, PI. XI). Although this well is the best pro 
ducer in the field, offsetting wells have obtained but little more than 
a show from this sand, and so far this well and the Foster Oil Co.'s 
Gingrich well No. 2 (No. 39, PI. XI) are the only wells producing 
from it. The logs of most wells in the west end of the field, how 
ever, record a sand that gives a show of oil at this horizon, so it may 
prove to be a more persistent producing sand than past development 
would indicate. This would not be surprising, as many wells were 
drilled through it with a rotary drill. The Caddo sand is from 20 
to 40 feet thick. It is a quartz sand in which the grains are of various 
shapes and sizes, but in general partly rounded and from 0.1 to 0.3 
millimeter in diameter. Above the sand are a series of soft brown 
shales and water-bearing sandstones. The Caddo sand is about 
1,890 feet below the top of the Whitehorse sandstone.

Fortuna oil sand. At about 500 feet below the Caddo sand occurs 
the Fortuna or 2,300-foot sand, which is the chief oil producer in 
the west end of the field. This sand was tested for the first time by 
the Fortuna Oil Co.'s well in the southwest corner of sec. 31, North 
Cement Township (No. 20, PL XI). In thickness it ranges from a 
few feet to 50 feet. It becomes shaly toward the east and is not a 
producer in the east end of the field, unless the gas sand there, 60 
feet above the oil sand, is to be considered the Fortuna sand. The 
interval between the top of the Whitehorse sandstone and the For 
tuna sand is about 2,385 feet, though owing to the inclination of the 
strata the logs of wells drilled in the Keeche dome record about 2,400 
feet of intervening strata.

Prosperity oil sand. About 80 feet below the horizon of the For 
tuna sand and 2,465 feet below the top of the Whitehorse sandstone 
is a third oil sand, here called the Prosperity sand, because oil was 
first obtained from it in the Prosperity Oil Co.'s well on the Cutshall 
farm, in sec. 5, South Cement Township (No. 43, PI. XI). In this 
well the producing sand is about 100 feet below what is apparently 
the Fortuna sand, which is here but 2,335 feet below the top of the 
Whitehorse sandstone, showing a slight decrease in the thickness of 
the rocks to the southeast. This sand is the chief producing bed in 
the east end of the field and probably is the deepest sand from which 
oil is obtained in the Fortuna Oil Co>.'s Gregory well, in the west end 
of the field (No. 20, PI. XI). The Prosperity sand is a brownish 
fine-grained quartz sand, in which the grains are rounded, of uniform 
size, and about 0.1 millimeter in diameter.

Discovery of new sands. It is quite probable that some of the 
other sandstones of this group may prove productive if they are
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properly tested. There has been considerable conjecture as to the 
possibility of finding oil at greater depths in the Cement field. Ap 
parently this is a possibility, for the oil now obtained probably comes 
from the top of the Pennsylvanian, and there are prolific oil-bearing 
sands in the middle and lower part of the Pennsylvanian in Okla 
homa and northern Texas. At just what depth deeper oil sands may 
be encountered it is impossible to determine, but probably they lie 
at least 800 feet beneath the Prosperity sand, for the deep test in the 
area and the wells drilled in adjoining counties show several hundred 
feet of blue and red calcareous shale beneath the oil-sand group. 
Below these shales sandstones were encountered in the Cothlin 
and Kunsemuller wells (Nos. 5 and 23, PL XI) at depths of 3,520 
and 3,440 feet, respectively. In the Cothlin well the sandstone is 
water bearing. In the Kunsemuller well only the top was penetrated, 
so what it will yield is not yet known. Below these depths sandstones 
will probably be encountered every hundred feet or so, and in some 
of them oil may be found, but the chances for finding it are best in 
the dome areas, for the sandstones showed large amounts of salt 
water in all wells that penetrated them in adjacent counties, indi 
cating the necessity of drilling as far as possible up the slopes of the 
anticline.

PRODUCTION OF WELLS.

The present production of the 20 oil wells of this field is approxi 
mately 1,200 barrels a day. About 300 barrels of this is taken by 
the Cyril Eefining Co., and the remainder is either stored in the 
field or piped to the Cement loading station.

The oil wells show an average initial daily production of about 
100 barrels. The largest well brought in so far is a 300-barrel well. 
The low initial production is offset by the slow decline of the wells, 
as noted on the well table on page 77. The rate of decrease from the 
initial production averages about 2 per cent a month, which indicates 
that the wells will have a life of six or eight years at least. The gas 
wells, however, show a rapid decrease, their initial production of sev 
eral million cubic feet a day being reduced to less than half a million 
feet in a few months, and in the Calla Belle No. 2, east of Cement 
(No. 55, PL XI), the production decreased to this amount in a few 
days.

EXTENT OF THE FIELD.

It is difficult, considering the present progress of the development 
of the field and the apparent lenticularity of the oil sands, to make 
any definite estimate as to the probable extent of the Cement field. 
However, it appears very likely that the area of production will be 
limited to the area of closure, or the territory lying within the 
1,460-foot contour line, and it is obvious that all of this area will 
not produce oil, for of the 29 wells drilled inside this area through
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the oil-sand group only 20 are producing oil, 4 are producing gas, 
and the remainder are nonproductive. Even if 3 of the gas wells 
are considered potential oil wells, only about 75 per cent of the Avells 
drilled through the horizon of the producing sands yield oil, and if 
it is granted that this percentage will not decrease, which is doubtful, 
considering the fact that drilling has progressed around producing 
wells rather than around dry holes, it is possible that of the 22 square 
miles lying within the area of closure 16 square miles, or, say, 10,000 
acres, will prove productive of oil. But the probabilities are that not 
half of this area will be productive.

GRADE OF OIL.

The oil from the different wells is very similar in appearance, and 
apparently its quality is comparatively uniform. The color by re 
flected light is black. The gravity of three samples, two of which 
were analyzed by George Steiger in the laboratory of the United 
States Geological Survey and the third by E. W. Dean, of the Bureau 
of Mines, ranged between 0.84 and 0.85 (37° and 34.7° Baume). The 
analyses are given below:

Analyses of oil samples from Cement field, Caddo County, Okla. 

[Results of open-column distillation at atmospheric pressure.] 
Niles well No. 1, Fortnna Oil Co.
[Specific gravity of crude oil, 0.840.]

Temperature (°C.).

43 to 100..................................................................
100 to 125.................................................................
125 to 160. ................................................................
150 to 175. ................................................................
175 to 200....... ..........................................................

225 to 250. ................................................................
250 to 275..... ............................................................

Percentage by 
weight.

Frac 
tion.

2.8 
2.5 
3.5 
4.4 
4.2 
5.2 

12.5 
17.8 
36.8 
7.5 
2.8

100.0

Total.

2.8 
5.3 
8.8 

13.2 
17.4 
22.6 
35.1 
52.9 
89.7 
97.2 

100.0

Specific 
gravity 

at 
25° C.

0.704 
.730 
.746 

763 
.775 
.778 
.805 
.828 
.829

Roe well No. 2, Caddo Petroleum Co.
[Specific gravity of crude oil, 0.849.]

68 to 100.. ................................................................
100 to 125.................................................................
125 to 150.................................................................
150 to 180.................................................................
180 to 200.................................................................

225 to 250.................................................................

3.7
1.3
2.7
6.5
5.9
9.5
7.3
6.8

44.8
6.3
5.2

100.0

3.7
5.0
7.7
14.2
20.1
29.6
36.9
43.7
88.5
94.8
100.0

0.718
.745
.751
.764
.778
.793
.810
.824
.833
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Analyses of oil samples from Cement field, Cadclo County, OJcla. Continued.
Paukune well No. 1.

[Specific gravity at 15° C., 0.850 (34.7° Baum£).)

Temperature (°C.).

Up to 50..................................
50 to 75....................................
75 to 100... ................................
100 to 125.... ..............................
125 to 150..................................
150 to 175..................................
175 to 200..................................
200 to 225..................................
225 to 250..................................
250 to 275.. ................................
275 to 300.. ................................

Air distillation, with fraction 
ating column. (Barometer 
736 mm.)

Percentage by 
volume.

Fraction.

0.5 
1.0 
2.6 
4.6 
5.0 
6.1 
5.8 
6.8 
7.7 
7.0 
8.3

Total.

0.5 
1.5 
4.1 
8.7 

13.7 
19.8 
25.6 
32.2 
39.9 
46.9 
55.2

Specific 
gravity.

0.715

.750 

.765 

.778 

.785 

.800 

.815 

.827 

.840

Vacuum distillation, without 
column. ( Pressure 40 mm.)

Percentage by 
volume.

Fraction.

0.4 
1.0 
3.6 
5.9 
5.6 
4.2

Total.

55.6 
56.6 
60.2 
66.1 
71.7 
75.9

Specific 
gravity.

0.855

.869 

.871 

.879

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.

It is obvious that in the further development of the Cement field 
the best policy is to drill outward from the producing wells in loca 
tions at least 600 feet apart or at least to confine new developments 
to the two domes that is, to areas within the 1,520-foot contour line 
or in the structural belt lying between the 1,520 and 1,460 foot con 
tours. The area outside of this belt is likely to be nonproductive 
territory and should be drilled only after development has proved 
the existence of oil inside the belt. If the producing area is extended 
by drilling adjacent to the wells that now yield oil or gas, a dry hole 
or a small producing well may define the edge of the field, espe 
cially if open-textured sands or large volumes of salt water are 
encountered. On the other hand, dry holes, drilled at' random along 
the flanks of the anticlines in the earlier development of the field, 
will be much less indicative of the limits of the field. The tendency 
will be to consider the territory for some distance around such holes 
of small value, whereas it is entirely possible that an isolated hole 
thus drilled at random is in reality on the very edge of a producing 
area. In many of the oil fields of the country this possibility is illus 
trated. For example, one of the offsets to the discovery well in the 
Healdton field was dry, and an offset to the discovery well in the 
Ranger field produced only relatively small quantities of petroleum. 
Almost every oil field of importance has within its limits some dry 
holes, and along some parts of its margins the line of demarcation 
between productive and barren area is very sharply drawn.

It is also a questionable policy to drill wells to the producing sands 
in the areas at the centers of the domes, for the oil sands in those
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areas probably contain gas, the expansive force of which, if it were 
left in the sand, would tend to force the oil out of the sand into the 
oil wells and thereby make it possible to recover a greater propor 
tion of the oil. Unfortunately, however, under the present competi 
tive system of developing oil fields, the laws governing development 
are based on a consideration of property rights rather than of 
natural laws, and consequently there is not on?~ ^ waste of capital 
and materials but a waste of the oil itself.

POSSIBILITY OP FINDING OIL OUTSIDE OF THE CEMENT FIELD.

The observed relations of structure and oil accumulations in the 
Cement field indicate that there is slight possibility of oil being found 
anywhere in the area mapped outside of this field, which will prob 
ably not extend beyond the area included within the 1,460-foot con 
tour line and hence will be confined to a narrow strip not more than 
2 miles wide in its broadest part and extending 7 miles northwest and 
5 miles southeast of Cement. Small showings may be encountered 
in wells drilled outside of this area, but it is doubtful if such showings 
will indicate the presence of a commercial pool near by. Pockets of 
oil and gas may be discovered where small amounts of these materials 
have been trapped in porous lenses of sandstone by circulating ground 
waters, but the chances of finding such lenses are small, and their com 
mercial value is not, as a rule, equivalent to the cost of drilling more 
than a very small number of wells. The slight buckling of the strata 
in the northwest corner of Grand View Township probably does not 
represent sufficient folding to effect the segregation of a pool, but 
there is a bare possibility that it marks the south end of an anticline 
lying to the north. As discussed on page 69, it appears very unlikely 
that the ridge south of West McKinley and South Cobb townships is 
underlain by an anticline, and hence oil may not be expected to be 
found in either the Humble well or the Simons well (Nos. 3 and 1 in 
the following table),



WELL TABLES.

Wella in Cement oil field, Coddo County, Okla. 

[Prepared in March, 1920. ]

No. 
on 

map.

1 

2 

3

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15

Township and farm.

T. 6 N., R. 12 W.

T. 8 N., R. 11 W.

T. 6 N., R. 11 W. 

FiersNo. 1. .........'.......

T. 6N., R. 10 W. (Tonkawa). 

W. MeltonNo. 1.... ........
CothlinNo. 1. ..............

Mrs. RitterNo. 1...........
NilesNo. 1. ................

RoeNo.l..................
Roe No. 2..................

RoeNo.l..................

Company.

.....do...................

.....do.....................
Caddo..................... 
.....do..................... 
.....do.....................

Gladstone. ................

Date 
completed.

Rig...........

Drilling. ......

June 30, 1919... 
Feb. 19, 1919...
Feb. 21, 1919.. . 
Aug. 13,1919... 
Drilling.......

Drilling.......

Total 
depth 
(feet).

2,505 

1,216

3,640

600 
2,362

2,350 
1,821

Product.

Dry.....

Oil......

Oil......
Oil......

Sand.

Fortuna...

Fortuna... 
Caddo.....

Caddo.....

Daily production 
(barrels).

Initial.

150

60 
315

Present.

100

45, 
255

Elevation (feet).

Well ' 
mouth.

1,408

1,439 

1,427

1,434 
1,476 
1,499 
1,565
1,299
1,459 
1,518
1,427 
1,443 
1,447 
1,446 
1.417

White- 
horse 
sand 
stone 

at well.

1,428 

1,426

1,485 
1,490 
1,610

1,550

1,530 
1,525 
1,550 
1,520

Depth 
to 

Caddo 
sand 
(feet).

1,813

1,800 
1,807

"i,"766"

Depth 
to For 
tuna 
sand 
(feet).

a2,340 
2,275

2,322

2,304

2,320

Depth 
to 

Pros 
perity 
sand 
(feet).

........

........

o

H

Ot i 
f*

i i

tr< 
O

o
G 

O 

O
o

1-3 

O

Log shows no sand at this deptb, bat the beds are about at the depth indicated.



Wells in Cement oil field, Caddo County, Okla. Continued. oo

No. 
on 

map.

16 
17 
18 
19
20
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35

36 
37 
38 
39 
40

Township and farm.

T. 6 N., R. 9W. (North 
Cement).

Westervelt No. 1. ..........
Westervelt No. I............
(?)..........................
Barry No. 1........ ........

Stark & Gregory No. 1......
Lucy Jones No. 1. ..........
Kunsemuller No. 2. ........
BaldwinNo. 1..............
Mrs. Henry No. 1... ........
Kunsemuller No. 2. ........
Day No. 1.. ................
WootenNo. 1..... ..........
(?)..........................

T. 5 N., R. 10 W. (Doyle).

DavisNo. 2.................
Walker No. 1...............
DavisNo. 2.................
Walker No. 3...............

T. 5 N., R. 9 W. (South 
Cement).

Gingrich No. 1 _ ........... 
Gingrich No. 2.............. 
Gulp No. 1.... ..............

Company.

(?)........................

Ohio Fuel.................

Gladstone- ................
Cement Field.............
Expansion ................
Betty G.... ...............
Cement Field............. 
Trio.......................
mil.......................
(?)........................

Columbia. ................
.....do.....................
Central Producers. . ....... 
.....do.....................
.....do.....................

Fortuna.. ........... _ ... 
Foster..................... 
.....do.....................
Hawkeve.................

Date 
completed.

Drilling.......

(?)............

Nov., 1918..... 
May, 1919..... 
Rig...........
July, 1919.....

May 14, 1919... 
Dec. 1919...... 
Drilling.......
Oct.. 1919.....

Drilling.......
Feb., 1919..... 
Oct., 1919..... 
Feb., 1920..... 
July. 1919.....

Total 
depth 
(feet).

2,340

2,300 
3,441

2,318 
2,325

2,434 
1,200

2,354 
2,368

2,394

2,285 
2,330 
1,939 
2.319

Product.

/Gas.....
\Oil......

Oil......

Oil......
Gas.....

Oil...... 
Oil......

Oil......

Oil...... 
Oil......
Oil......
Oil......

Sand.

Caddo.....

Fortuna... 
2,410......

2,240......

2,258......
Fortuna...

Fortuna... 
Fortuna...

Fortuna...

Fortuna... 
Fortuna... 
Caddo..... 
Fortuna...

Daily production 
(barrels).

Initial.

\ (?)

25

75 
65,000,000

63,800,000

175 
(?)

150

ioo
80 

100 
60

Present.

200

40

10 
0

6500,66o

100 
50

75

80 
35 

100 
20

Elevation (feet).

Well 
mouth.

1,469

1,424
1,395
1,529 
1 454
1,430 
1,467 
1,382 
1,360 
1,433 
1,457
1,309

1,498 
1,475 
1,486
1,492 
1,483
1,456 

i twin
1,522 
1,463 
1,518 
1.439

White- 
horse 
sand 
stone 

at well.

1,525

1,570

1,505 
1,500 
1,470 
1,480 
1,500

1,500

1,522 
1,505

1,490

1,500 
1,513 
1,500 
1,505

Depth 
to 

Caddo 
sand 
(feet).

1,785

........

1,806

........

1,918

Depth 
to For 
tuna 
sand 
(feet).

2,340

2,290
2,325

o2,310
2 OCA

2,300

2,324 
2,332

2,362

2,367 
2,309 

e2,367 
2,296

Depth 
to 

Pros 
perity 
sand 
(feet).

........

<>2,280

........



41
4?,
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71

72
73
74

CutshallNo. l........i.....

J. MarshallNo. 1. ..........

City Park No. 1. ...........

WaHp >Jn 1

\Vade No 2

Mrs. YeulNo.l. ...........
KladaingNo. 1. ............
(?)..........................

T. 5 N., R. 9 W.

(?)..... .....................

.....do.....................

.....do.....................

.....do.....................

.....do.....................

.....do.....................

.....do.....................

"Rpttv a

Co.
XTi-v of al

.....do.....................

Rig...........

May, 1918.....

Rig...........

Feb., 1919.....
Feb., 1920.....

Oct., 1919.....

Rig. ..........

Rig...........

Rig...........

2,860

2,400
2,510
2,400

2,313
2,393
2,351

2,363

2,387

1,685

Oil......

Oil......

Oil......

Oil......

Oil......

Oil......

2 272

2,270......

7 41 5

85

150

62,000,000
50

617,000,000
(?)

100

75

6500,000

10

130

40
6200,000

(?)
85

50

1,431
1,502
1,420
1,463

1 446
1 4-M

1,452
1,459
1,515
1,458
1,451
1,420
1,449
1,413
1,411
1,472
1,452
1,489
1,420

1,495
1 111
1,419
1,402
1,426
1 41 7

1 348
1,370
1,371

1,283
1,300
1,207

1,485
1,500

1,542
1,545
1,545

1,555
1,565
1,555
1,568
1,560
I fiAK

1,562

1,540

1 4XA

i,540
I AACi

1 480
1J475
1,475

a2,385
2,257 2,345

2,367
o2,375

2 QO1

<=2,375
«2,335

2,320
2 0QR

2,330
2 O-|O

c2,330

c 2, 470

2,334
2,321

e 2,315
e 2,340

O

6

a Log shows no sand at this depth, but the beds are about at the depth indicated.
6 Cubic feet.
c Well not drilled to this depth, but this is approximately the depth at which the sand should be reached.

CO
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Driller's logs of wells in Cement oil field, Caddo County, Okla.

Daw-Bell Deyelopment Co., sec., 21, Grand View Township.

[No. 2, PI. XII. Nonproducer.]

Surface clay ____   
Rock sand ______________
'Soft water sand___ '___ 
Red gumbo   _______
ISandrock ___________
Red becU_________ 
Brown shale _________
Gip_____________ 
Red joint clay__________
Red gumbo ________ 
Brown shale _________
Gumbo and gip ___.___ 
Brown shale____________
Gumbo and gip _________
Hard brown shale_____
Red bed ________________
Gray lime__________
Brown shale ____________
Gip_____________ 
Broken lime ____________
Hard lime _________ 
Brown shale and gip   
Joint clay,__________
Hard lime shell_________
Hard brown shale_____
Joint clay, red__________
Sandy shale _________
Joint clay _________
(Sandy shale__:_   
Liinerock _________ 1, 
Red gumbo _______ 1, 
Sandy shale ____   1, 
Red bed 1_________ 1, 
Hard lime shell_____ 1, 
Red bed __________ 1, 
Gumbo and gip___   1,

Cothlin well No. 19, Fortuna Oil Co., northwest corner SB. 1 sec. 35, Tonkawa Township

Feet. 
0- 12

12- 365
365- 375
375- 380
380- 396
396- 428
428- 456
456- 461
461- 476
476- 482
482- 510 
510- 520
520- 565
565- 578
578- 610
610 620
620- 628
628- 678
678- 682
682- 694
694- 702
702- 722
722- 804
804- 806
806- 810
810- 840
840- 930 
930- 990
990-1, 105
105-1, 113
113-1, 140
140-1, 170
170-1, 194
194-1, 196 
196-1, 236
236-1, 254

Red bed __ _ __ __ _
Limerock ______ ____
Brown shale
Red clay  __ _ ______
Red sandy shale _ ___ _
Red bed and gip
Red sandy shale ___ _
Red bed and shale _ ____
Hard limerock _____ _
Red bed and shale _ _
Brown shale; showing of 

oil _ __ _ L
Red clay __ _
Brown shale _ _ _ _
Red bed or clay_ _ __
Shale and gip _ _ _
Red clay_ _ _ _ __
Shale and boulders
Red clay __ _ _
Shale and gip _ _
Red clay
Hard lime shell __ _
Red bed or clay _ _
Shale and gip __ -
Red bed and clay _ _
Broken lime _ _
Brown shale; showing of 

oil (best show) ______
Red bed or clay _ _  
Brown shale_ _ ____ _
Red bed or clay
Hard shale ____ _
Tfprl plflv

Red clay ; showing of gip_ 
Red gumbo

Feet. 
1, 254-1, 290
1, 290-1, 298
1, 298-1, 350
1, 350-1, 380
1, 380-1, 470
1, 470-1, 500
1, 500-1, 570
1, 570-1, 620
1, 620-1, 634
1, 634-1, 646

1, 646-1, 650
1, 650-1, 670
1, 670-1, 695
1, 695--1, 750
1, 750-1, 810
1, 810-1, 872
1, 872-1, 896
1, 896-1, 960
1, 960-2, 010
2, 010-2, 025
2, 025-2, 030
2, 030-2, 090
2, 090-2, 124
2, 124-2, 160
2, 160-2, 170

2, 170-2, 195
2, 195-2, 230
2, 230-2, 270
2, 270-2, 310
2, 310-2, 320
2, 320-2, 376
2, 376-2, 430 
2, 430-2, 505

[No. 5, PI. XI. Commenced June 15, 1918. Nonproducer.]

Red sand__. 
Sand; water- 
Sand____. 
Lime____. 
Sand________
Red shale____

Lime,

Fet
25-
75-
95-

150-
190-
215-
225-
235-

*.
75
95

150
190
215
225
235
305

Hard lime ___ ______
Liine__ __ __ _ _ . _ _
Red shale __
Lime__ __
Blue shale ___ ._
Lime_ ' _ _. _ _
Blue shale. __ . _ _
Sand ________ . ___ -

Feet
305- 307
307- 335
335- 343
343- 377
377- 440
440- 445
445- 508
508- 525
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Driller's log.s of i&ells in Cement oil field, Caddo County, Ofcto. Continued. 

Cothlin well No. 19, Fortune Oil Co., northwest corner SE. | sec. 35, Tonkawa Township Con.

Feet.
Blue shale_____.___ 525- 570 
Sand________.___ 570- 616 
Lime________.____ 616- 620 
Sand and iron; water__.__ 620- 660 
Blue shale____.___ 660- 695 
Lime________.___ 695- 720 
Hard lime____.___ 720- 725 
Blue slate_________ 725- 735 
Hard lime_____.____ 735- 745 
Blue slate_________ 745- 750 
Sand; water_______ 750- 760 
Lime________.___ 760- 765 
Blue shale____.___ 765- 770 
Lime________.___ 770- 780 
Sand; water_______ 780- 800 
Blue slate_________ 800- 810 
Sandy lime________ 810- 820 
Blue slate_________ 820- 850 
Sandy lime________ 850- 870 
Blue slate_________ 870- 967 
Brown shale__ _____ 967-1,010 
Blue slate_________ 1,010-1,025 
Lime________.___ 1,025-1,031 
Blue slate____.____ 1,031-1,150 
Brown shale___.___ 1,150-1, 320 
Blue slate _________ 1,320-1,360 
Red rock _________ 1,360-1,527 
Sand; oil_________ 1,527-1,530 
Brown shale and shells_ 1,530-1,550 
Blue slate________ 1,550-1,557 
Sand; gas________ 1, 557-1, 566 
Brown shale ________ 1, 566-1, 576 
Sand shells ________ 1, 576-1, 580 
Blue slate ________ 1,580-1,590 
Red beds _________ 1, 590-1,600 
Blue slate _________ 1,600-1, 620 
Sand; water _______ 1,620-1,630 
Blue slate ________ 1,630-1,675 
Sand; gas________ 1,675-1,695 
Blue slate ________ 1,695-1,830 
Sand shell________ 1,830-1,833 
Red beds_________ 1,833-1,870 
Blue slate, sandy_____ 1,870-1,915 
Red beds _________ 1,915-1,930 
Blue slate _________ 1,930-1,945 
Red beds _________ 1,945-1,965 
Blue slate _________ 1,965-1,985 
Red beds _________ 1,985-2,000 
Blue slate ________ 2,000-2,005 
Soft sand; show of gas__ 2,005-2, Oil

Feet.
Blue slate and oil____ 2,011-2,025 
Red beds _________ 2,025-2,040 
Blue slate ________ 2,040-2,050 
Lime shell ________ 2,050-2,053 
Blue slate ________ 2,053-2,063 
Lime shell ________ 2,063-2,065 
Red beds ________ 2,065-2,100 
Black shale ________ 2,100-2,110 
Red beds _________ 2,110-2,120 
Blue shale ________ 2,120-2,133 
Sand; oil and gas____ 2,133-2,137 
Red rock _________ 2,137-2,140 
Sand ___________ 2,140-2,145 
Blue .shale _________ 2,145-2,174 
Sand; gas _________ 2,174-2,180 
Red beds _________ 2,180-2,210 
Blue shale________ 2,210-2,230 
Red beds _________ 2,230-2,234 
Blue shale_________ 2,234-2,245 
Red beds _________ 2,245-2,260 
Brown shale_______ 2,260-2,290 
Lime ____________ 2,290-2,293 
Blue shale________ 2,293-2,308 
Shale____________ 2,308-2, 318 
Sand ____________ 2,318-2, 322 
Blue shale ________ 2,322-2,327 
Shale____________ 2, 327-2,375 
Red rock _________ 2, 375-2,390 
Blue shale________ 2,390-2,458 
Sand lime; water____ 2,458-2,472 
Blue shale________ 2,472-2,545 
Lime'____________ 2, 545-2,550 
(Blue shale________ 2,550-2,625 
Brown shale_______ 2,625-2,635 
Blue shale________ 2,635-2,690 
Brown shale_______ 2,690-2, 733 
Black lime_________ 2,733-2,735 
Lime ____________ 2,735-2,745 
Blue shale________ 2,745-2,760 
Red rock _________ 2,760-2,775 
Blue shale________ 2,775-2,790 
Red rock _________ 2,790-2,825 
Blue shale________ 2, 825-2,835 
Red rock _________ 2,835-2,850 
Blue shale________ 2,850-2,890 
"Brown shale _______- 2,890-2,900 
Blue shale_________ 2,900-2,010 
Blue sandy shale; gas_- 2,910-2,915 
Blue shale________ 2,915-2,925 
Red rock _________ 2,925-2,045
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Driller's logs of wells in Cement oil fieW, Caddo County, Okla. Continued. 

Cothlin well No. 19, Fortuna Oil Co., northwest corner SEX I see. 35, Tonkawa Township Con.

Feet,
Blue shale__________ 2,945-2,980 
Brown shale _______ 2,980-2,990 
Blue shale________ 2,990-3,005 
Blue shale and shells._ 3,005-3,010 
Red rock _________ 3,010-3,020 
Blue shale_________ 3,020-3,035 
Red rock _________ 3,035-3,040 
Blue shale_________ 3,040-3,050 
Blue shale and shells__ 3,050-3,070 
Brown shale _______ 3,070-3,075 
Blue shale and shells__ 3,075-3,115 
Brown shale _______ 3,115-3,182 
Blue shale________ 3,182-3,187 
Brown shale ________ 3,187-3,190 
Blue shale and shells__ 3,190-3,217 
Sand; showing' of oil__ 3,217-3, 225 
Blue shale_________ 3, 225-3, 235 
Brown shale _______ 3, 235-3,255 
Blue shale and lime ___ 3,255-3,260 
Lime ____________ 3,260-3,270 
Brown shale _______ 3,270-3,275

Feet.
Blue shale and shells__ 3,275-3,280 
Brown shale ________ 3,280-3, 285 
Sandy brown shale___ 3, 285-3,315 
Brown shale_______ 3,315-3,330 
Brown sandy shale___ 3,330-3,360 
Blue sandy shale____ 3,360-3,365 
Lime___ ________ 3,365-3,380 
Blue sandy shale____ 3,380-3,400 
Blue shale________ 3,400-3,510 
Blue sandy lime_____ 3,510-3,520 
'Sand; water_______ 3,520-3,550 
Sand ____________ 3, 550-3, 560 
Sandy lime ________ 3,560-3,570 
Sand; showing of gas__ 3, 570-3, 572 
Blue shale_________ 3,572-3,590 
Lime ____________ 3, 590-3,595 
Brown shale ______^__ 3, 595-3, 600 
Lime shell_________ 3,600-3,603 
Blue shale_________ 3,603-3,620 
Lime shell_________ 3,620-3,625 
Blue shale____'____ 3, 625-3,640

Casing record: 20-inch, 150 feet; 15Hnch, 504 feet; 12i-inch, i ; 057 feet; 10-inch, 
1,784 feet; 8J-inch, 2,445 feet; 6|-inch, 3,206 feet; 5ft-inch, 3,535 feet.

Davis well No. 1, Keeche Oil & Gas Co., sec. 1, Doyle Township.

[No. 30, PI. XI. Completed May 14, 1919; Initial production, 175 barrels a day.]

	Feet.
Sand __________. 0- 60
Sand and mud______ 60- 131
Clay-___________ 131- 142
Sandrock_________ 142- 147
Clay____________ 147- 154
Sandrock _________ 154- 219
Shale___________ 219- 227
Sandrock _________ 227- 231
Hard shale________. 231- 238
Sand___________. 238- 308
Shale____________ 308- 318
Pack sand__'_______. 318- 420
Shale___________ 420- 430
Sand and pyrites____ 430- 531
Shale and boulders___. 531- 552
Sandrock _________ 552- 561
Sand and shale_____- 561- 590
Hard sand and pyrites_ 590- 887
Gumbo and pyrites___. 887- 903
Blue mud_________ 903- 951
Sand and pyrites_____. 951- 967
Red and blue mud_ __ 967-1,172

Feet.
Sandrock _________ 1,172-1,175 
Gumbo __ _________ 1,175-1,185
Sand and shale_____- 1,185-1,278 
'Sandrock _________ 1,278-1,310 
Shale , _________ 1,310-1,333 
Sandrock _________ 1,333-1,343 
Shale__________1- 1,343-1,552 
Gumbo__________. 1,552-1, 582 
Sand and shale______ 1, 582-1,610 
Packed sand_______ 1,610-1,683 
Gumbo__________. 1,683-1,704 
Sand_____________. 1, 704-1, 722 
Shale____________ 1, 722-1,795 
Gumbo__________. 1,795-1,813 
Sand, soft________. 1,813-1,830 
Shale____________ 1,830-1,862 
Sand____________. 1,862-1,870 
Shale and sand______ 1, 870-2, 075 
Sandrock _________ 2,075-2,068 
Shale and boulder____ 2,086-2,172 
Lime and sand ; oil____ 2,172-2,190 
Gumbo__________- 2,190-2,212
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Driller's logs of ivells in Cement oil field, Caddo County, 07c.'a. Continued. 

Dnvis well No. 1, Keeche Oil & Gas Co., sec. 1, Doyle Township Continued.

Feet.
Shale and lime shells__. 2,212-2,246 
Bed shale________. 2,246-2,267 
Rock__________ -. 2, 267-2, 268 
Red rock_________. 2,268-2, 288 
Lime____________. 2,288-2, 290

Feet.
Red rock________. 2,290-2,317 
Lime____________... 2, 317-2,320 
Red rock_________. 2, 320-2,324 
Sand; oil [Fortuua sand]. 2,324-2,354

Paukune well No. 1, Gladstone Oil Co., sec. 3, South Cement Township. 

[No. 48, PI. XI. Completed in August, 1919; initial production, 150 barrels a day.]

Soil _-            
Quicksand           
Rock____       
Hard red shale       
Sand and shale      
Hard red sand       
Hard blue shale      
Hard rock, granite    
Hard blue shale and rock- 
Hard rock         
Blue shale-         
Blue limerock       
Blue shale         
Linierock           
Hard blue shale      
Blue shale         
White lime     ,~ 
Hard blue       and

pyrites ___        
Hard blue sandy shale

and pyrites___________
Hard blue shale and

pyrites           
Sand rock .and pyrites____
Hard blue shale__________
Hard and soft blue shale- 
Hard blue shale_________
Hard shale and pack

sand _         
Hard and soft blue shale- 
Small showing of gas__ 
Soft red and blue shale- 
Hard and soft red and

blue shale ____________
Hard blue shale    __ 
Hard red and blue shale- 
Hard blue shale-     
Oil showing-____________
Hard sand and shale____

Feet.
0- 5

5- 37
37- 44
44- 78
78- 92
92- 146

146- 265
265- 269
269- 301
301- 304
304- 406
406- 408
408- 472
472- 475
475- 600
600- 620
620- 635

635- 684 

684- 696

696- 751
751- 763
763- 786
786- 806
806- 821

821- 855
855- 865
865- 910
910- 971

971-1,080 
1,080-1,173 
1,173-1, 325 
1,325-1,340 
1, 340-1, 375 
1, 375-1,441

Feet.
Blue shale________ 1,441-1,469 
Red and blue shale,

tough__________ 1, 469-1, 570 
Very hard red sand___ 1, 570-1, 587 
Red shale, hard and

tough __________ 1, 587-1, 620 
Blue shale, hard and soft- 1,620-1,643 
Hard sandy shale and

lime; gas showing___ 1,643-1,664 
Hard red and blue shale. 1, 664-1, 677 
Hard blue shale and sand- 1,677-1,700 
Pack sand________ 1,700-1,734 
Hard blue shale and sand- 1, 734-1,820 
Lime ____________ 1,820-1,823 
Hard blue shale and

pyrites _________ 1,823-1,837 
Brown gumbo_______ 1,837-1,842 
Sandy blue shale____ 1,842-1,846 
Hard rock________ 1,846-1,848 
Blue shale and pyrites_ 1,848-1,859 
Blue shale and lime   1,859-1,894 
Blue rock_________ 1,894-1, 898 
Shale and gumbo_____ 1,898-1, 915 
Shell rock _________ 1,915-1, 918 
Shale and gumbo_____ 1,918-1,922 
(Sandrock _____     1, 922-1, 930 
Blue shale_________ 1,930-1,975 
Sandy shale _______ 1,975-1,995 
Soft shale_________ 1,995-2,028 
Hard shale________ 2,028-2,040 
Blue shale____    _ 2,040-2,060 
Blue and   red shale and

sand___________ 2, 060-2,092 
lHard blue shale and

brown sand_______ 2,092-2,106 
Blue shale________ 2,106-2,151 
Red and blue shale and

sand __________ 2,151-2,196 
Tough red shale______ 2,196-2, 219
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Driller's logs of wells in Cement oil field, CaMo Comity, Olda. Continued.

Paukune well No. 1, Gladstone Oil Co., sec. 3, South Cement Township Continued.

Feet.
Hard blue shale_____ 2,219-2,233 
Sandy shale; showing of

oil and gas _______ 2,233-2,244 
Hard sand; showing of

oil and gas_______ 2,244-2,255 
Red sandy shale_____ 2, 255-2, 261

Feet. 
Red and blue shale and

sand ___________ 2, 261-2, 299 
Blue shale and sand___ 2,299-2, 367 
'Hard sand; oil and gas 

- [Prosperity sand]___ 2,367-2,400

Headland well No. 1, McKinley Oil & Drilling Co., sec. 11, South Cement Township.

[No. 68, PI. XI.]

Hard sand         
Hard shell         
Soft shell_________ 
Hard shell-      ___ 
Soft sand_______________
Hard shell______________
Water sand_____________
Shell; set 12^-inch casing 

at 103 feet____________
Limestone _     __ 
Water sand__________
Hard shell_____ __
Water sand  _   ___ 
Hard shell ___________
Sandy shale-_________
Hard shell______________
Soft shale ____________
Shell________~___ 
Blue shale____ ____
Hard shell______________
Hard rock____ ____
Blue shale     ____
Hard shell______________
Hard shale _____________
Shale with thin shells___ 
Blue shale____ ____
Pyrites of iron__________
Blue shale_ ___ ____
Hard and rough_________
Blue shale_     ____
Shell ___________ _ 
Blue shale-     ____
Brown shale and shells- 
Soft blue shale_  __ 
Shell _________________
Soft brown shale______
Sandrock __      ___ 
Hard shell ____    
Hard shale        

Feet.
0- 
55- 
67- 
70- 
76- 
80- 
88-

55
67
70
76
80

98- 103
103- 115
115- 125
125- 140
140- 142
142- 146
146- 176
176- 190
190- 197
197- 200-
200- 210
210- 217
217- 231
231- 281
281- 283
283- 310
310- 398
398- 485
485- 497
497- 503
503- 507
507- 515
515- 517
517- 525
525- 590
590- 610
610- 612
612- 667
667- 700
700- 707
707- 730

Brown shale _______ 
Hard shale________
Brown shale________
Hard shale _________
Brown shale _________
Hard shell _____________
Blue shale____________
Red shale ________ 1, 
Blue shale ________ 1, 
Red shale ________ 1, 
Brown shale __    1, 
Red shale_________ 1, 
(Sandrock ____     1, 
Hard blue shale_____  1,
Shell ___________ 1, 
Hard blue shale__     1, 
Gray shale   _      1, 
Red shale. ________ 1, 
Shell __________ 1, 
Blue shale_________ 1, 
Blue rock  ___     1, 
Blue shale _____     1,
Shell ___________ 1, 
Blue rock _________ 1, 
Blue shale   _      1, 
Shell ____________ 1, 
Blue shale_________1, 
Shell ____________ 1, 
Rock ___________ 1, 
Slate and rock_____ 1, 
Blue rock __,______ 1, 
Hard blue shale_____ 1, 
Lime ____________ 1, 
Red shale_________ 1, 
Gray shale ___  _ 1, 
Gumbo ___-___-__ 1, 
Gray shale ___  _  1, 
Gumbo ______ _  1, 
Blue shale _ ___     1,

.Feet.
730- 738 
738- 748 
748- 758 
758- 784 
784- 792 
792- 812 
812-1,000 
000-1,050 
050-1,100 
100-1, 285 
285-1, 325 
325-1, 331 
331-1, 350 
350-1, 402' 
402-1, 404 
404-1, 430 
430-1, 440 
440-1, 489
489-1,490
490-1, 497 
497-1, 509 
509-1, 523 
523-1, 525 
525-1, 545 
545-1, 551 
551-1, 553 
553-1, 557 
557-1, 560 
560-1, 580 
580-1, 594 
594-1,600 
600-1,689 
689-1, 691 
691-1, 705 
705-1, 730 
730-1, 735 
735-1, 782 
782-1, 815 
815-1, 835
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Driller's logs of wells in Cement oil field, Caddo Coimty, Olda. Continued. 

Headland well No. 1, McKinley Oil & Drilling Co., sec. 11, South Cement Township Con.

Feet
Gumbo __________ 1,835-1,840 
Blue shale ________ 1,840-1,881 
Blue gumbo   __   1,881-1,885 
Shell ___________ 1,885-1,891 
Bed gumbo________ 1,891-1,942 
Blue shale_________ 1,942-1, 948 
Gumbo __________ 1,948-2,030 
Blue shale ________ 2,030-2,070 
Gumbo __________ 2,070-2,075 
Blue shale ________ 2,075-2,120

Feet.
Shell ___________ 2,120-2,134 
Blue shale _________ 2,134-2,146 
Red gumbo ________ 2,146-2,170 
Blue shale ________ 2,170-2,212 
Shell ___________ 2, 212-2,213 
Bed gumbo________ 2,213-2,235 
Blue shale; setting Si- 

inch casing at 2,321 
feet ___________ 2,235-2,321




